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ABSTRACT 
Agricultural energy usage is an important topic among agricultural industry producers, 
manufacturers and regulators. Zoz and Grisso (2003) stated that prior research shows between 20 and 
55% of tractor energy is lost at the soil-tire interface. This transfer of power between axle and 
drawbar has been identified as one of the greatest inefficiencies in agricultural field operations. 
Understanding the stresses at the soil-tire interface would provide insight into the current state of tire 
traction development, data for soil-tire interface discrete and finite-element models, and information 
for future tire designs.  
This paper presents a measurement system to quantify the shear and normal stresses at the 
soil-tire interface of an agricultural tractor tire, allowing associations to be made concerning the 
distributions of these stresses across and along the tire footprint. Shear and normal stress 
measurement systems were developed in the laboratory and the normal stress sensing system proven 
in the field. Additionally, a dedicated data acquisition system was also developed and proven in the 
in-field environment. Test results show the system capabilities as well as information on the 
challenges of drawing general, consistent conclusions concerning the stresses developed between a 
tire and the soil at field working speeds in agricultural soil.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
Gill and VandenBerg (1968) define traction as “the force derived from the interaction 
between a device and a medium that can be used to facilitate a desired motion over the medium.” 
Propelling a vehicle, device, or object with this force is no new concept, as many believe the wheel 
and its use as a mechanism date centuries before the modern era. Wheels in the modern sense are a 
relatively rapid development of the last 150 years, paralleling that of internal combustion engines, 
automobiles, and tractors. Despite its long history and recent developments, the wheel and tire system 
continues to have many shortcomings. 
In its agricultural application, the wheel’s main inadequacy is an inherent lack of efficiency. 
In a Nebraska Tractor Test of a John Deere 7930 Power Quad Plus (Nebraska Tractor Test Lab, 
2007), PTO power at rated speed was 136.54 kW (183.10 HP), while maximum drawbar power on 
solid pavement at 2097 RPM was 118.26 kW (158.59 HP). This 13.3% loss in power between 
transmission and drawbar illustrates the power lost in a concrete-tire interface. As a traction medium, 
agricultural soils create even more challenges than concrete because they cannot support the high 
shear stress loads that concrete can without significant (and generally impractical) compaction 
(Bekker, 1956). Similarly, in a test conducted at the National Soil Dynamics Laboratory (NSDL) in 
Auburn, Alabama, researchers found inefficiencies of 24-35% between axle and drawbar power using 
an agricultural tractor tire in soil bins (Burt and Bailey, 1982). 
In general, these inefficiencies can be empirically modeled and understood. However, 
without the knowledge of the direction, magnitude, and variation of shear and normal stresses at the 
soil-tire interface, it is difficult to determine the best tire tread or carcass design. With more 
knowledge of the stress at the interface and the resultant soil and tire deflection, tires could be 
designed for increased efficiency in certain soil conditions or a combination of conditions that are 
encountered in a given climate and soil type region. Additionally, field data acquired from the soil-
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tire interface could allow for more accurate soil-tire interface models that would provide data on soil 
conditions other than those tested, decreasing the need for costly field testing of new tire design 
concepts. 
This project aimed to develop a sensing system to determine the soil-tire interface stresses at 
the point of contact and a data acquisition system to filter, acquire, and store the measurement system 
data from a tire mounted to an agricultural tractor in the field.  
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2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 SOIL MECHANICS AND TRACTION 
The understanding of soil-vehicle interaction began with investigations into soil reactions to 
external forces, particularly shear forces. For these relationships, Coulomb’s law has been suggested, 
tested, and proven experimentally (Bekker, 1956): 
       1 
This equation relates maximum soil shear stress (τmax) with the coefficient of cohesion (c), 
normal stress (σ), and the angle of internal friction (φ) of the given soil. The coefficient of cohesion is 
the greatest shear stress a soil mass is capable of withstanding without added normal stress. Normal 
stress is a measure of the perpendicular force on a soil plane divided by the area that the force is 
acting upon. The coefficient tanφ is the coefficient of friction of soil particles acting against each 
other within the soil (Chancellor, 1994). The Coulomb relationship can be expressed graphically on 
Mohr’s circle as in Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1. Mohr's circle for two soil stress states, S and S'. 
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Based on the Coulomb equation, Janosi and Hanamoto (1961) suggested an equation to relate 
soil strain and shear stress to provide a more complete picture of the mechanics of traction: 
     1    !    2 
where 
j = displacement along the line of shear stress 
K = soil deformation modulus, relating the slope of the shear-displacement curve at zero 
displacement to τmax 
Grečenko(2007a; 2007b) recently studied the soil shear stress-strain curve proposed by Janosi 
and Hanamoto to help understand which part of the curve corresponds to compression and true soil-
soil shear. His work focused on a grouser unit from a tracked vehicle that allowed measurement of the 
compression and sliding effects. He found that the initial rise in the shear stress-strain curve was due 
mainly to the effects of soil compression on one end of the soil mass under the grouser unit. At the 
point of maximum compression (corresponding to dσ/dε = 0), he saw that the soil mass shears away 
from the soil underneath and around it and the stress reaches steady state. In the context of Coulomb’s 
equation illustrated on Mohr’s Circle, the soil is being compressed until the shear stress from the 
grouser reaches the τmax line in Figure 1. At that point, the soil shears off and slides remaining at or 
slightly less than τmax, but with significant deformation. The position on the τmax line may change 
based on other factors such as soil relaxation (due to elasticity) or changes in vertical loading from the 
tire or track. 
2.2 TRACTION PREDICTION 
The most common method of predicting tractive performance was one developed by Wismer 
and Luth (1974). The researchers first performed several performance tests with various sizes of tires, 
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and followed this with statistical methods and the Buckingham PI Theorem to determine the effects of 
a number of dimensionless ratios on traction and tractive efficiency. They found that tire traction 
could be accurately predicted using the mobility number, Bn and travel reduction (slip). The mobility 
number is a dimensionless quantity that is itself a combination of cone index, tire dynamic vertical 
load, tire deflection, section width, and section height (Wismer and Luth, 1974). Coefficients for 
these parameters were later modified for radial tires (Goering et al., 2003).    
2.3 SOIL-TIRE INTERFACE STRESS 
2.3.1 NORMAL STRESS ON SMOOTH TIRES 
Soil compaction and wheel floatation are two key topics in tire design. These two factors 
have driven significant work in understanding how the dynamic vertical axle load is transferred to the 
soil from a tire.  
This understanding started with investigations into the pressure distribution under a smooth 
tire. Although a smooth tire may not provide the most accurate pressures for analysis of a traditional 
agricultural tractor (lugged) tire, but it provided a baseline to help predict lugged tire vertical stress 
distribution. Two studies used this approach and showed significant pressure variations at the soil-tire 
interface. VandenBerg and Gill (1962) used an 11-38 four-ply bias tractor tire cast without lugs. 
Three-quarter inch diameter pressure cells were inserted into the tire, and two inch diameter cells 
were inserted into the soil, where possible. In addition to interface pressure, the length of tire contact 
patch could be determined from the sensor data. Their work showed influence of soil firmness, tire 
pressure, and tire sidewall strength on the normal pressure distribution at the soil-tire interface. They 
also showed maximum normal interface pressures of 2 to almost 6 times the tire inflation pressure. 
Frietag et al. (1965) showed similar results on a smoothed 11.00-20 12-ply military tire equipped with 
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contact pressure transducers and a tire deflection measurement system. Additionally, both studies 
noted the differences between the towed wheel and powered wheel conditions 
2.3.2 NORMAL STRESS ON LUGGED TIRES 
The first work looking at stresses normal to tire faces was performed by Trabbic et al. (1959). 
Strain gauge based pressure transducer cells were developed and inserted into a lugged 13.6-38 4-ply 
bias agriculture tire. Two opposing lugs (one on each side of the tire centerline) were instrumented 
with five cells each of the leading and trailing lug faces, as well as 5 cells each in the outer lug face 
and the tire undertread (space between lugs), for a total of 40 pressure cells. Although data was not 
presented for the entire soil-tire contact arc, a single point in the arc was shown comparing several 
inflation pressures (10, 14, 18 psi) at the various sensor locations.  
The results showed large variations in pressure across the lug for all cell locations 
(undertread, leading, outer and trailing lug faces), at all inflation pressures, and at various drawbar 
loads. The investigators also noted the significance of slip compressing soil into the tire undertread 
regions. Also of significance, the influence of lug twist in the tangential direction – although 
unmeasured – was mentioned as a factor influencing the results.  
More recent work in tire interface pressures focused on the changes in interface pressures as 
the production agriculture industry shifted from bias to radial-ply tires and from higher to lower 
inflation pressures in the 1990’s. A study of the effects of inflation pressures and dynamic load on 
soil-tire interface pressures was conducted at the National Soil Dynamics Laboratory (NSDL) in 1994 
(Raper et al. 1995a; 1995b). Seven pressure cells were mounted in an 18.4R38 Goodyear R-1 tractor 
tire (4 in lug face, 3 in undertread). Dynamic load, inflation pressure, slip, and axle torque could be 
controlled in the soil bin tests conducted in loose sandy loam and loose clay loam. 
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In this NSDL test, reductions in inflation pressure caused soil-tire interface pressures to 
decrease at the centerline, but not the edge of the tire. This shows the influence of sidewall strength 
on pressure distribution, as in VandenBerg and Gill’s (1968) smooth-tire work. At constant dynamic 
weight, the normal stress at the tire edge did not increase as inflation pressure decreased. Rather, the 
weight not supported by the tire center was countered by a longer tire footprint. An ANOVA 
statistical analysis was performed to identify the important factors influencing each of the pressure 
cell measurements. It was found that inflation pressure usually significantly affected the pressure at 
the lug-tire center position, while dynamic load effects were most significant at the lug-tire edge 
position and undertread area. A decrease in tractive efficiency and net traction ratio occurred as 
inflation pressure increased and soil-tire contact angle decreased. 
A similar study was presented by Way and Kishimoto (2004). An 18.4R38 Armstrong R-1 
radial tire was instrumented with 6 of the same pressure cells as in the 1994 NSDL test (Raper et al. 
1995a; 1995b). In this study, the tire was operated in soil bins containing loose sandy loam, loose clay 
loam, and structured clay type soil. The main objective was gathering data to compare the differences 
in soil-tire interface pressures among differing soil types.  
Way and Kishimoto found that although the lug penetrated in a structured clay loam soil, 
interface pressure in the undertread area was significantly lower than inflation pressure (as low as 
0.17 times inflation pressure), while pressures in the lug areas ranged as high as 5.98 times inflation 
pressure. In the loose sandy and loose clay loam soils, soil-tire interaction pressures (normal stress) 
ranged from 0.84 to 1.37 and 0.18 to 1.71 times inflation pressure, respectively. All conditions 
reported were with proper inflation pressures for the loading. Another note of significance from this 
study was that the tire developed higher net traction in looser soils than the structured clay soil for a 
given load/inflation set (at 10% travel reduction). This was counter-intuitive, but was attributed to the 
uniformity of the distribution of loads in the looser soils relative to the structured clay soil. Although 
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soil shear measurements and lug face pressures were not taken, this data provides support for the 
theory that a more evenly distributed tractive load could result in a higher pull at a given slip. 
Misiewicz et al. (2008) have reported a different approach in finding interface pressures. 
Using a piezo-electric mat between the tire and the traction surface of interest, a true snapshot of the 
pressure distribution can be found. Although the data presented only analyzed the interaction between 
a ribbed tire and a solid surface, suggested future work included analyzing the soil-tire interface using 
this sensing method. 
2.3.3 TANGENTIAL STRESS IN SMOOTH TIRES 
Variations and trends in normal interface pressures do not accurately describe the entire soil-
tire interface picture. Without knowing the shear stress from the soil on the tire, it is impossible to 
determine the complete interaction between the two surfaces.  
An investigation of tire-soil shear stresses was performed by Krick (1969), in which a three-
dimensional stress transducer was developed using a strain-gauge equipped metal sensing element. 
This transducer allowed the researcher to determine the stress in all three directions (normal, 
tangential, and lateral). The transducers were embedded in an 11.5-15 ribbed type tractor tire with the 
voids filled in with a rubber compound. The tire was also equipped with a system of potentiometers to 
determine tire deflection, similar to a system devised by Knight and Green (1962). The system used a 
rotary potentiometer mounted on a bar that extended out from the rim into the tire. A linear 
potentiometer was mounted to the rotary potentiometer and a spring held the end of the linear 
potentiometer against the tire wall. The linear potentiometer could be rotated, allowing deflection 
measurements to be taken at various points on the tire inside wall. 
Krick found that as slippage increased, the variation in normal stress across the tire 
decreased. He also noted that lateral forces exist even when the tire is not turning. This work also 
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emphasized the importance of understanding the shear and normal stress distributions at the soil tire 
interface, citing the lack of knowledge of the various factors that affect performance of tires of 
differing widths, for example. 
2.3.4 TANGENTIAL STRESS IN LUGGED TIRES 
Two measurement systems have been developed specifically for measurement of tangential 
and lateral stresses in lugged tires. The NSDL developed a system to measure forces in three 
dimensions at the lug face, as well as the lug and tire deflection (Burt et al., 1987a). Lug and tire 
deflection were measured using a sonic emitter and microphone system. This allowed the 
determination of the lug and force application locations in three dimensions relative to the rim. 
Normal, tangential, and lateral stresses were measured using two linked subsystems. To measure 
normal forces, commercial pressure cells similar to those used in the NSDL normal pressure studies 
were mounted on the end of a cantilevered beam that was secured to the inside of the tire with a 
mounting tube. The cantilevered beam was instrumented with strain gauges to allow for measurement 
in the tangential and lateral directions. Jun et al. (1997) developed a similar transducer set, but 
without the sonic measurement system.  
Burt et al. (1987a) installed six sensor sets in an 18.4-38 BF Goodrich bias-ply lugged tire. 
Three sets were in the lug face (tire center, lug center, and tire edge), and three in corresponding 
positions in the undertread. Jun et al. installed three sensors in similar positions in the lug face of a 
12.4R28 radial-ply lugged tire. 
Results from the NSDL study (Burt et al., 1987a; 1987b; 1987c; Wood and Burt, 1987a; 
1987b) indicate that at a net traction ratio (NTR) of zero, normal pressure distribution was fairly 
constant across the lug, however, when NTR was increased to 0.15, pressure at the tire center became 
greater than that at lug center and tire edge. As dynamic load was increased to the rated load (20 kN) 
at the same inflation pressure (110 kPa) and NTR, the greatest normal pressure was transferred from 
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the tire center to tire edge. This change was attributed to the sidewall supporting the majority of the 
dynamic load at the rated condition. Jun et al. (1998) presented similar results in the analysis of over, 
under, and normally inflated conditions. Higher inflation pressures resulted in the greatest normal 
stress occurring at the tire center position, while at lower inflation pressures, the normal stresses were 
either equally distributed (correct inflation pressure case) or lower at the tire center position 
(underinflated case). 
Both studies showed variability in tangential stress across the lug, but the NSDL study found 
the greatest stress to be at the edge of the tire, while Jun et al. (1998) found that the greatest tangential 
stress to be at the tire center. The studies were consistent in that both found the tangential stress 
started at a small value and peaked shortly before the tire left contact with the soil. Wood and Burt 
(1987a) attributed this peak to the lug recovering from tangential deformation, resulting in high 
instantaneous travel reduction and local soil shear stress. These findings are consistent with 
Grečenko’s (2007a) compression-shear process presented previously. The differences between the 
Jun et al. and NSDL studies may be due to the different tire constructions (radial versus bias ply, 
respectively). 
2.4 FURTHER ANALYSIS OF STRESS VECTORS 
Wood and Burt (1987b) used measured soil-tire interface stress values to derive the forces 
involved in tire-based traction and compared the measured and integrated values against those 
obtained using the accepted ASABE standards. They found that the motion resistance calculated 
based on the horizontal components of the normal stress (pushing against the tire motion) was equal 
to the difference between gross and net traction, as expected. Also as expected, the thrust value 
generated from the measured soil-tire interface stresses was nearly the same as the value obtained for 
gross traction.  
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Burt et al. (1987c) experimentally determined how the tangential-to-normal (τ/σ) stress ratio 
varies along and across the tire contact patch. They found that the lug τ/σ ratio varies significantly 
along the contact patch, and associated this variation with the changes in compaction that occur as the 
tire moves over a point in the soil. They also determined that the lug τ/σ ratio can be expressed as a 
linear function of tire position to the 95 percent confidence level. The slope of this function is 
dependent upon travel reduction and transducer position along the lug. 
2.5 CONCLUSION 
Transfer of power from tractor axle to drawbar is one of the greatest challenges facing the 
future development of agricultural machines. It is difficult to design changes to these systems without 
a complete understanding of the current system and its interactions with the environment. Several 
studies have provided data regarding the soil-tire interface; however, application of most of the 
information to tire efficiency is limited by the age of design studied, instrumentation, or research 
objectives. New research would provide data on current designs using the best instrumentation 
techniques. This research will allow developers to design a more efficient tire aimed specifically at 
the current agricultural industry needs.  
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3 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF VARIATION  
3.1 OBJECTIVES 
To begin developing a measurement system for shear and normal stresses at the soil-tire 
interface, it was important to first understand the potential stresses involved and their locations in the 
soil-tire interface area. A theoretical tire simulation model was developed to accomplish this task. The 
objectives of this step were to: 
• Increase the knowledge base concerning soil mechanics 
• Better understand the magnitude and direction of typical soil-tire interface forces 
• Justify the theory that different parts of a lug-undertread pair contribute different amounts 
of traction 
3.2 THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 
From basic mechanics, the forward thrust force generated by a tractive element can be 
determined from the sum of all stresses acting upon the element, multiplied into the forward direction. 
In this case the tractive element is a tire, and the thrust forces can be determined based on the 
following equation, shown here in basic form (Wood and Burt, 1987b): 
 #$  ∑ &'(')'*+   3 
 where 
 Fi = force developed at specified angular location 
 Θi=angular location of the measured stress 
Analyzing a discrete cross section of the tire, the thrust developed by that section of tire (δx 
for this analysis) is determined by the soil-rubber and soil-soil interactions. In modern agriculture 
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tires, this δx can be further broken down into discrete sections each comprising a lug-undertread pair, 
where the section view of such a pair is shown in Figure 2.  
 
Figure 2. Lug-undertread-soil set 
To determine each lug-undertread pair’s contribution to total traction, the integral of forces 
over the soil-tire interface must be calculated and summed. Equation 3 can be further broken into 
three parts based upon the nature of the interaction at the respective point: 
On the lug face, the interaction is generally considered soil-rubber shear and is found using 
the following equation: 
 &-.  /0,-.2-. 4 
 where 
 &-.  = force developed at the lug face interaction area 
 /0,-. = lug face average shear stress 
 2-. = lug face area 
On the leading and trailing lug sides, the interaction from a traction perspective is based upon 
the normal stress exerted on the tire. The trailing side is assumed to not contribute to the traction 
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equation, since the tire would be experiencing slippage that causes this side to loose soil-tire contact. 
The leading side contribution to the lug-undertread traction generation is: 
 &-4  /0,-42-4   5 
 where 
 &-4  = force developed at the lug leading side interaction area 
 /0,-4  = lug leading side average normal stress 
 2-. = lug leading side area 
The last area for consideration in determining tire traction generation is the undertread. 
Undertread force generation depends upon soil-tire contact in this region: 
 &67  /0,67 	 267 (' 6 
 where 
 &67  = force developed on the undertread face 
 /0,67 = undertread average shear stress 
 267 = undertread area 
If there is no soil-tire contact in the undertread region, or if the soil under the undertread is 
moving with the tire at that point, the shear stress in that region goes to zero. 
Each lug-undertread traction component consists of an area and an applied shear or normal 
stress. Although the applied area can be considered constant, the stress on each face varies based on 
several conditions. 
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3.2.1 LUG FACE FORCE COMPONENT 
The shear stress on the lug face is dependent upon soil, normal force, and tire slippage, or 
displacement. The soil and rubber properties dictate the soil-rubber adhesion, csr, and the angle of 
friction, φsr. These variables dictate the Coulomb failure criteria for the given soil and rubber, and 
when combined with the normal force exerted on the soil by the lug, can determine the maximum 
shear stress the soil-rubber interface is capable of withstanding. 
   9:  ;9:   7 
 where 
 τmax = maximum shear stress at the soil-rubber interface 
 σl = normal stress at the lug face   
However, this only determines the maximum shear stress, not the instantaneous, which is a 
resultant of the shear-displacement curve for the soil and situation developed. The general equation 
for the shear-displacement curve is: 
   1    !  8 
where 
j=displacement 
K=soil deformation modulus, relating the slope of the shear-displacement curve at zero 
displacement to τmax 
Figure 3 shows equation 8 in graphical form, relating displacement from 0 to K and beyond 
to shear stress from zero to τmax.  
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Figure 3. Typical shear-displacement relationship showing maximum shear (τmax) and soil deformation 
modulus (K). 
Together with the Coulomb equation, the determining shear equation is: 
   9:  9:9:1    !  9 
This relationship was first suggested by Janosi and Hanamoto (1961) as a simplification of 
Bekker’s (1956) equations describing soil shear-displacement curves. It is noted that the values for 
these equations are not the values for the soil-soil shear situation; rather, they are specific to the 
rubber-soil shear pattern, which are considered similar to the soil-soil contact stresses (du Plessis et 
al., 2007). 
Therefore, the tractive force generated by the lug face-soil interaction for a tire section per 
cross sectional unit is equal to the shear stress on the lug multiplied by the lug length, l and the width 
of the cross section, δx: 
 &-.    ;9: ?1    ! @ 	  	 AB 10 
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 l=length of the lug face (a small arc around the tire circumference) 
δx = width of the tire cross section 
3.2.2 LUG LEADING SIDE FORCE COMPONENT 
The lug leading side contribution to traction can be regarded as the integral of the pressure on 
that lug side by the soil. This pressure is a direct result of compression and shear in soil prism located 
in the undertread region. The shear plane for this region is dictated by the soil angle of internal 
friction, φ, and tire undertread geometry. The normal force on this soil prism also dictates the amount 
of pressure on the lug. Soil-soil shear is governed by the same basic equation as soil-rubber shear, 
shown above in lug force calculation section (equation 9). Because the soil-soil shear function is 
linear for this situation, it is possible to integrate the forces over the entire shear plane area to create a 
Coulomb relationship for the entire soil prism in the undertread area. A depiction of this development 
is shown in Figure 4. 
 
Figure 4. Soil-soil shear line in undertread soil. 
With the force integrated over the shear plane, the shear force can be calculated and 
transferred to the lug as a single force, representative of the actual normal pressure on the lug 
integrated over the area it is acting upon.  This can be interpreted as a special case of equation 8: 
 y0 
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 EFFG @ H IJ9'KEFF  L,/0L
MJNOP?QRSTFFU @;J 99V 	 H1  
SWXY	Z[F?QRSTFF U! @V AB 11 
 where 
 φss = soil angle of internal friction 
 css = soil-soil cohesion 
 zφ = depth of lug face in soil 
 L,/0 = average normal stress at soil-undertread interface 
 L = length of the undertread face (distance between lugs) 
 
The weight of the soil was assumed to be negligible at the soil depths under consideration.  
3.2.3 UNDERTREAD FORCE COMPONENT 
Calculating the traction force component in the undertread is similar to that for the lug face 
component, since it too is governed by soil-rubber shear stress. The shear stress between the rubber 
and the soil in this area can be integrated and contribute to the total traction equation. Again this shear 
stress is dependent upon the normal stress on the same area; creating a governing equation the same 
as in the lug face component calculation (Janosi and Hanamoto, 1961).  
   9:  L9: ?1    ! @ 12 
 where 
 σu=normal stress at undertread-soil interface at y, visually defined in Figure 4 
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Of special note, the shear-displacement curve is not totally describing shear. The initial rise in 
the curve is due to compression of the soil mass (Grecenko, 2007a). As soil initially compresses, the 
undertread at the lug leading face will see no shear stress, due to the fact that the soil is constrained by 
the lug. Moving farther from the lug leading face, displacement increases to the point where the angle 
of internal friction plane reaches the undertread surface. At this point, displacement is equivalent to 
the displacement of the proceeding lug face. For this analysis, the displacement of the proceeding lug 
face is assumed to be equal to that of the following lug. For simplicity, the relationship of the soil 
displacement between these two points is assumed to be linear.  
 \]  \; ^^T 13  
 where 
 j(y) =soil-rubber displacement at any y between two lugs 
 jl=lug displacement 
Also of note, the values of yφ and ymax are not necessarily equal. In the case they are not, as is 
usual, the displacement in the ymax - yφ region is equal to jl. 
Based on equation 13 and the Coulomb failure equation developed earlier, the soil-rubber 
shear stress for any point between yo and yφ is given by equation 14: 
 L]    L9:
_
a`1  
X bbT  c
d
ef 14 
This equation is only valid for the time when the soil-soil shear in the soil mass under the 
undertread is in a compression state. After the transition from compression to shear in this soil mass, 
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the soil is moving with the tire, making the effective shear stress on the undertread face zero. The 
shear stress for any point between yφ and ymax is: 
 L]  9:  L9: ?1  X  ! @ 15 
This quantity is non-zero even after the soil mass begins to shear. Integrating equations 14 
and 15 and adding them gives the total force per cross sectional unit,   
.ghi  j 9:  L9:
_
a`1  
X bbT  c
d
ef^Tk l]  j 9:  L9: ?1  X  ! @^mOn^T l]  16 
This makes the total contribution to gross traction from one cross section of undertread to be: 
 &67  o9:  L/09:pq1  ]E ?1  ? X  1@ X  ! @  ] ?1  X  ! @rAB 17 
3.2.4 TRACTION PER LUG PER UNIT CROSS-SECTION 
Adding the previous three components together resolves the total traction contribution of a 
lug-undertread pair, for a given finite section of tire, dx. 
 .s;Lt  &-.  &-4  &67 18 
3.2.5 OBSERVED VARIATION IN LUG FACE TRACTION COMPONENT COEFFICIENT  
Recent studies analyzing the lug face component show significant variation across the tire 
width (Wood and Burt, 1987a; Jun et al., 1998). In the previous analysis, it was determined that the 
shear stress (and consequently traction) at the lug face depends only on compressive stress (σ), 
displacement (j), and modulus of soil deformation (k). 
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In each of these studies, the slippage and wheel velocity were held constant such that, for a 
given lug on the tire in smooth soil, the lug portion at tire center impacts the ground at a certain angle 
θo, follows through the ground at rate ω and leaves the soil at θf. The outside side of the lug impacts at 
θo plus some angular offset δ, follows through at angular rate ω, and leaves the soil at θf+δ. Assuming 
a linear-shaped lug (as most modern agriculture tractor tires approximate), the center of the lug 
follows the same pattern but is offset approximately δ/2. Variations in ω from point to point on the 
lug are minimal since such variation would only be due to localized lug deflection. Due to constant 
slippage, displacement j along the soil-lug interaction region increases linearly over the angular range 
of contact, with instantaneous displacement given by: 
 \'   	  	 ('  (u 19 
As each location on the lug (tire center, lug center, and lug end) rotates through a given θi 
between θo and θf, each location experiences the same soil-tire displacement, ji.  Additionally, the lug 
will experience the same or very similar soil at the three locations (resulting in the same cohesion, c, 
and friction angle, φ). Therefore, in the lug face shear stress generation equation (equation 9) the 
function relating τ and σ becomes linear, assuming a constant value for K. If the value for K is 
constant across the lug, then the relationship between τ and σ should be constant for one lug at θi.  
   9:  9: v1  9;'w	:	xyx[  ! z 20 
As the tire center (TC), lug center (LC), and lug end (LE) rotate through this θi, this logic 
states that as each point on the lug experiences the same j at that angle, the relationship between τ and 
σ would be equal. Because of the phase shift of the locations along the lug, the evidence of truth in 
this relationship would be proven in a plot of τ/σ over the soil-tire contact region. If this relationship 
were true, the plots for the three locations along the lug would be the same, with just an angular offset 
differentiating them. 
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 7{    9: v1  9;'w	:	x[|xyx[  ! z 21 
 -4  9:  9: v1  9;'w	:	qx[|xy|ix[|Er  ! z  22 
The τ/σ (shear-normal) relationship was investigated in the 1987 study at the NSDL, but it is 
unclear from documentation whether different locations along the lug underwent similar stress 
relationships (Burt et al., 1987c). 
Example illustrations of the different shear-displacement curves that the lug face experiences 
for a constant K are shown in Figure 5a. In contrast, an example of the different curves the lug face 
experiences for a varying K is shown in Figure 5b. 
 
Figure 5. Shear-displacement curves with constant K and variable τmax and with variable K and τmax. 
3.2.6 STRESS VARIATION AND EFFICIENCY 
If K is considered a soil property, and therefore a constant for a certain soil (Janosi and 
Hanamoto, 1961), then the relationship between lug face normal and shear stress has been shown to 
be a constant coefficient plus an offset due to the influence of cohesion. Because of this, the 
arrangement of normal stress across the lug face has no effect on the total force generated by the lug. 
The force generation is only dependent upon the total force on the lug face. 
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If K is not constant for a given soil (Godbole and Alcock, 1995), significant variations in the 
relationship between τ and σ exist. In this case, without knowledge of the nature of the variation in K, 
it is impossible to predict or determine the optimum arrangement of shear or normal stress across the 
lug to optimize traction and improve efficiency. Previous investigations have shown such significant 
variation in shear-normal stress relationships across a lug, but very little data was presented (Burt et 
al., 1987c). 
3.3 METHODS AND MATERIALS 
The theoretical analysis equations developed in section 3.2 were used in conjunction with 
data presented in two previous studies to create a full model of a tire operating in several different soil 
types under several different loading conditions. 
To predict traction using the derived theoretical model, several key inputs were required. 
First, the model required information on the normal stresses at the soil-tire interface. For this analysis, 
data from Way and Kishimoto’s (2004) study on this topic was used. That study tested a tire in three 
different soils at various dynamic loads and tire inflation pressures.  
The other key inputs needed for the model were soil characteristics, specifically, the soil-
rubber adhesion and friction angle, the soil-soil cohesion and friction angle, and the K value presented 
in section 3.2. Values for these inputs were not recorded during the Way and Kishimoto (2004) study. 
However, values for similar soil conditions were determined using data from Godbole and Alcock 
(1995) and Hassan (1980). These soil characteristic values are presented in Table 1. 
Lastly, the model was dependent upon the tire characteristics under investigation. For this 
analysis, the tire used for later testing was considered, a Firestone 480/80R46 agricultural tractor tire. 
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Table 1. Values used in equations to approximate Structured Hiwassee Clay and Loose Decatur Clay 
Loam soils. 
 
3.4 RESULTS 
3.4.1 MODEL RESULTS  
Figures 6 and 7 show the results from the Hiwassee clay and Decatur clay models at 13.2 and 
25.0 kN dynamic load, respectively. The figures show the relative contribution of each main area 
(undertread, lug leading side, or lug face) of a lug-undertread pair using the normal stress data 
discussed earlier. 
 
Figure 6. Tire simulation model results for structured Hiwassee clay 
As was anticipated, the model results show distinct differences for different soils. For 
example, in the Hiwassee clay the lug face contributed the most traction to the total, while in the 
loose Dectur clay loam the undertread played the key role. This difference may be due to the soil 
compaction state in the normal stress data study. The undertread in the Hiwassee clay did not fully 
engage the soil because it was so hard, whereas the undertread was putting more normal stress on the 
Dynamic 
Load (kN)
Inflation 
Pressure (kPa) c s-r (kPa) φ s-r (°) c s-s (kPa) φ s-s (°) K (mm)
Soil Type
13.2 41 13.2 29.3 16.9 33.7 8.2
25.0 110 11.0 35.6 16.5 35.1 12.2Loose Decatur Clay Loam
Structured Hiwassee Clay
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soil in the Decatur clay loam case. Because the undertread is comprised of more area relative to the 
lug face, it takes much less normal stress in the undertread area to generate the same or more relative 
traction than the lug face. 
 
Figure 7. Tire simulation model results for loose Decatur clay loam. 
3.4.2 SENSOR REQUIREMENTS 
Based on the model results, all three components of a lug-undertread pair have a significant 
contribution to the total traction generated by a tire.  
At the lug face, traction is generated through friction at the lug face or in the soil directly 
below it. This friction at or near the lug face could be measured as a shear stress on the lug face. 
Additionally, if the normal stress were also measured at this point, a dynamic coefficient of friction 
for the soil could be generated. 
In the undertread region, traction is generated through friction between the soil and rubber 
and in the soil mass under the undertread. Similar to the lug face case, the tire experiences this 
friction as a shear stress on the undertread face. Also like the lug face, measuring normal stress in this 
region would also provide a dynamic coefficient of friction. 
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At the lug leading side tractive forces are exerted as normal stresses on the lug face 
generating a forward force on the tire. Measuring this force would also give some information on the 
frictional forces exerted on the undertread face. 
3.8 CONCLUSION 
A model was developed to provide insight into the soil mechanics and the stresses generated 
at the soil-tire interface for a lug-undertread pair on an agricultural tire. The model was then used to 
determine the relative contributions of the three main regions of the lug-undertread pair for several 
soil and tire combinations. Results from two of these combinations were presented and showed that 
changes in soil and travel reduction can cause significant changes in the relative contributions of each 
lug-undertread area. It was shown that to fully understand tire-based traction, it is necessary to be able 
to determine the traction contribution of all three traction components. Full understanding of these 
components would require measurement of both shear and normal stresses in several regions of the 
lug-undertread pair under investigation. 
Based on knowledge of such data, the tire design and parameters (such as inflation pressure 
and dynamic weight) could be optimized to take advantage of the soil-soil and soil-rubber shear-
displacement curves. 
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4 NORMAL STRESS MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 
The tire simulation model developed in Chapter 3 illustrated the need to measure normal 
stress at the soil-tire interface. It showed that measuring this quantity at the lug leading side, lug face, 
and undertread face would be key in completing the understanding of the soil-tire interface. 
Additionally, the model made the assumption that there was no normal force on the lug trailing side. 
To verify this assumption, normal stress measurement was also required on that face. 
4.1 OBJECTIVES 
The key features of a normal stress measurement system for the soil-tire interface stress 
sensing were: 
• High resolution – Because of the unknown nature of the soil-tire interface, it was 
important to have a large number of sensors in the small area of a lug-undertread pair. 
•  Minimal impact on soil-tire interface dynamics – If the measurement system impacts the 
variable measured the results would be biased. 
•  Simple signal conditioning – Using consistent signal conditioning for each sensor type 
would eliminate potential errors when connecting sensors in the field. 
4.2 METHODS AND MATERIALS 
4.2.1 SENSOR SELECTION  
Two systems were evaluated to measure the normal stress at the soil-tire interface: Honeywell 
Model F Subminiature Pressure Transducer and Tekscan FlexiForce Piezoresistive Pressure Sensor.  
The Honeywell (formerly Sensotec) Model F Subminiature Pressure Transducer was used in 
previous studies (Way and Kishimoto, 2004; Mohsenimanesh, 2007; Raper et al., 1995a) in both the 
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lug face and undertread positions. Although being proven through use in that study, the sensors would 
have required modifications to the tire, compromising the desired non-invasive objective.  
In contrast to the Honeywell sensors, the FlexiForce sensors were thinner and flexible while 
maintaining a small sensing area (9.5mm diameter) and the resulting highest placement density 
possible. However, these sensors were unproven in the environment under consideration and were 
particularly sensitive to shear stresses. Additionally, they required individual calibration while the 
Honeywell sensors were pre-calibrated from the factory and were not sensitive to shear stresses.  
Because of their sensitivity to shear stress, the FlexiForce sensors were evaluated for use on 
the lug leading and trailing sides and the undertread area, but the Honeywell sensors were evaluated 
for placement at the lug face position.  
4.2.2 FLEXIFORCE CONDITIONING CIRCUIT DESIGN 
The FlexiForce sensors are available in several ranges defined by the maximum 
recommended load over the 71 mm2 sensing area (22, 111, 445 N maximum capacities). The 111 N 
sensors were chosen based on stress ranges recorded by Way and Kishimoto (2004). The 111 N 
maximum load capacity could be exceeded and still be measured using modifications to the 
recommended drive circuit, as recommended by Tekscan (Tekscan, Inc.). 
From an electrical perspective, the FlexiForce sensors function as a variable resistor ranging 
from infinite resistance (open circuit) at no load to low resistance at the load limit, as defined by the 
sensor selected. Although each sensor has unique characteristics, they generally follow the blue curve 
labeled Resistance in  
Figure 8. Because the output curve is generally not linear, a simple voltage divider would not 
provide the linear correlation between applied load and output voltage. Using the conductance 
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(1/Resistance), a linear relationship between applied load and output could be derived. Tekscan 
suggested using this characteristic in a circuit using an operational amplifier (op-amp) (Figure 9). 
 
Figure 8. General FlexiForce sensor output characteristics provided by Tekscan, Inc (Tekscan, Inc.) 
 
Figure 9. Recommended FlexiForce drive circuit from Tekscan, Inc (Tekscan, Inc.). 
The linear output voltage from the recommended drive circuit was appealing, but the 
recommended drive circuit required a -5 V source. This inconvenience necessitated a drive and 
conditioning circuit redesign, resulting in the basic circuit shown Figure 10, which used a MAXIM 
MAX494 rail-to-rail single supply op-amp instead of the dual-supply amplifier in the Tekscan circuit. 
 Figure 10
The sensor and circuit system
to the sensing face and acquiring the output voltage.
Figure 11. Resistor R1 was selected such that all sensors provided output signals in the 0
for anticipated input stress loads (0
Figure 11. Test setup used for preliminary testing of FlexiForce sensors and drive circuit.
Because the sensors have unique output characteristics, using the same resistors for each 
conditioning circuit resulted in a small decrease in resolution for some sensors. This app
allowed the same circuit, resistor, and op
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. Basic FlexiForce drive and conditioning circuit. 
 was developed and tested by applying a defined weight directly 
 This step used the bench test setup
-111N). 
  
-amp to be used in the conditioning circuit for each of the 20 
 shown in 
-5V range 
 
roach 
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FlexiForce sensors. This simplified the FlexiForce conditioning circuit design and implementation 
process.  
4.2.1 FLEXIFORCE SENSOR BENCH TEST METHODS 
After determining the proper signal conditioning circuit, FlexiForce sensor testing continued 
with individually correlating the output from each sensor to an applied load.  This approach served 
two purposes. First, the sensor operation was confirmed, eliminating any non-functioning sensors or 
those providing non-linear voltage output. Second, the sensor output ranges were evaluated to 
determine the proper conditioning circuit components.  
This stage of sensor evaluation was performed by placing one sensor on a flat, solid, wood 
surface. Air pressure was applied to the top face of the sensor, evenly over the entire sensing area. 
The air application device used is shown in Figure 12. 
Sensors were divided into groups of three to match the three conditioning circuits used in 
testing. The same three conditioning circuits and data acquisition channels were used for each three-
sensor set (three repetitions of the circuit shown in Figure 10). A LabVIEW data acquisition program 
was used to log output voltage, using a Measurement Computing USB-1408 data acquisition module. 
For each pressure level on each sensor, 40 voltage points were recorded over 10 seconds. Applied air 
pressure levels were determined using an SSI Technologies MGA-300-A-9V pressure gage on the 
load application gun (Figure 12). The gage was specified to have a gage accuracy of ±1.0% full scale 
for dry air. Full scale range for this gage was specified at 0-300 psi (0-2070 kPa) (SSI Technologies, 
2008). Pressure levels were observed over each 10 second sensor loading event and an average 
recorded. 
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Figure 12. Air gun used to apply load to FlexiForce sensors. 
For each set of three sensors, the first load application level was atmospheric pressure (0 kPa, 
all loading pressure levels given in gage pressure). Following that level, loads were chosen at random 
from the following approximate levels: 69, 138, 207, and 275 kPa. After one level was chosen at 
random, each sensor in the set was individually loaded to that level. After the third sensor was tested 
at that level, another load was randomly chosen and the process repeated until all four levels were 
achieved for the group of three sensors. This entire process was repeated until all sensors were tested. 
Test data was analyzed using the Fit Model method in JMP, with the USB-1408 voltage data 
as the only Construct Model Effect and the applied load as the Y (dependent) variable. This method 
was chosen because it created a correlation that could be used in the field to determine the pressure 
based on an output voltage. This was the same method that would eventually be used to determine 
pressure from voltage during field observations.  
4.2.2 SENSOR PLACEMENT 
Several studies have used three sensors across one agricultural tire lug to determine the 
normal or shear stresses at the soil-tire interface (Burt et al., 1987a; Jun et al., 1997; Way and 
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Kishimoto, 2004). Additional work has suggested that the minimum number of sensors across the lug 
that is required to determine the interface characteristics is five (Trabbic et al., 1959). To create a high 
resolution system and to comply with that suggestion, five FlexiForce sensors were located across the 
half the width of the tire at all locations except the lug face, which used three Honeywell sensors 
(Figure 13) across the lug.  
 
Figure 13. Location of normal stress sensors at the lug and undertread faces and lug leading and trailing 
sides. 
Physical size of the sensors and the mounting plates used under each of them prevented more 
sensors being placed on the lug-undertread pair under consideration. 
4.2.3 HONEYWELL SENSOR TIRE ATTACHMENT 
Three Honeywell Model F sensors were used to determine the normal stress at three distinct 
points on the lug face area. These sensors were chosen for this placement due to their proven high 
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accuracy and resistance to influence from local shear stress. For field testing, the sensors were 
attached directly to the lug face, protruding from it slightly (approximately 1.5 mm). Sensors were 
attached using Loctite Plastix Epoxy.  
4.2.4 FLEXIFORCE SENSOR TIRE ATTACHMENT 
After eliminating sensors that didn’t fit the output criteria, sensor-tire attachment was 
addressed. When attaching the sensor to the tire, two issues arose. First, testing the sensors directly on 
the tire provided a noisier signal than desired. Because the load application techniques were the same 
on a solid table and the rubber tire, this variation was attributed to the lack of a solid backing (rubber 
versus wood table) for the sensor. Secondly, the sensors are made to flex but not strain. If the sensors 
were attached directly to the tire using epoxy, any strain in the rubber would be translated to the 
sensor, possibly resulting in a poorly correlated voltage output. The solution to both issues was to first 
attach the FlexiForce sensors to a small circular steel plate backing (3.2 mm thick, 23.8 mm 
diameter). This provided a solid base, as well as prevented any sensor deflection or strain. The 
circular metal plate backing was in turn attached with epoxy to the tire in the desired location. This 
method proved very effective in attaching the sensors to the tire. The epoxy used to attach the 
FlexiForce sensors was Loctite Plastix Bonder, while the sensor tails and wires were held to the tire 
using 3M Scotch-Weld Neoprene High Performance Rubber and Gasket Adhesive. This adhesive was 
recommended by 3M to allow the flexing capability to minimize influence on tire reaction properties. 
4.2.5 FLEXIFORCE SENSOR ON-TIRE CALIBRATION METHODS 
Once the FlexiForce sensors were attached to the tire, they were connected to the 
conditioning circuit board which was connected to the data acquisition board. The wiring connections 
are detailed in Appendix 10.1.  
Initial on-tire calibration was intended to provide data for three goals. First, all sensors were 
confirmed to work using the metal plate attachment and the associated attachment methods. Secondly, 
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the associated conditioning circuitry and data acquisition channels were proven. Lastly, on-tire 
calibration provided data for developing and testing some post-processing and data interpretation 
tools.  
Each sensor was calibrated individually using pressurized air as shown in Figure 14. Again a 
compressed air load was applied to each sensor in three sets of five different pressure levels, ranging 
from 0 to 276 kPa, in intervals of 69 kPa. The order of the applied pressures within each set was 
chosen randomly, resulting in 15 observed calibration points (three of each pressure level) for each 
sensor. Each observed calibration point, in turn, had 1584 observed data points, acquired at 833 Hz, 
for a total of 4752 data points per sensor per pressure level. This data was collected indoors, but the 
field data acquisition system was used. A Microsoft Excel Visual Basic for Applications program was 
developed to convert the data from the binary data output format of the data acquisition device to 
Microsoft Excel format.
 
Figure 14. Calibrating piezoresistive sensors installed on tire using air pressure.
Sample code for this program is given in Appendix 10.5. Once the data was converted into 
Excel spreadsheet format, JMP was used to analyze the output in the same manner as it was for the 
previous sensor testing.  
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4.3 RESULTS 
4.3.1 FLEXIFORCE SENSOR BENCH TEST RESULTS 
Results from bench testing the FlexiForce sensors correlating circuit voltage output to applied 
load are shown in Table 2. A typical sample output (from sensor 12) is shown in Figure 15.  
Table 2. FlexiForce sensor parameters correlating output voltage to applied normal pressure 
(}~~  } 	   ~}). 
 
Out of the 26 FlexiForce sensors tested, two (sensors 40 and 44) were eliminated from future 
testing because after signal conditioning they provided more than 5 volts at the highest applied load. 
This was undesirable, as one objective in the signal conditioning circuit design was to ensure that all 
circuits used the same components to eliminate potential errors in sensor connection and component 
selection. 
10 0.904 -53.888 76.275
12 0.982 -104.461 92.847
21 0.988 -84.948 75.897
22 0.993 -83.949 71.135
23 0.989 -96.203 78.396
24 0.976 -107.669 93.474
25 0.986 -81.476 72.318
26 0.984 -99.369 82.022
27 0.977 -92.812 85.023
28 0.987 -82.648 69.834
29 0.984 -89.708 79.311
30 0.992 -96.444 79.393
31 0.990 -99.631 83.747
32 0.988 -90.728 67.965
33 0.994 -101.107 81.227
34 0.990 -86.222 74.276
35 0.995 -100.957 85.543
36 0.991 -110.660 89.490
37 0.989 -105.614 83.337
38 0.977 -136.418 102.324
39 0.969 -97.353 82.256
40 0.898 -44.221 66.841
41 0.977 -86.484 81.223
42 0.987 -95.574 86.028
43 0.987 -112.576 87.712
44 0.992 -80.704 70.173
NotesSlopeInterceptR
2
Sensor Number
Over Voltage
Over Voltage
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Figure 15. Piezoresistive sensor number 12 response to applied pressure during final bench testing. 
4.3.2 FLEXIFORCE ON-TIRE CALIBRATION RESULTS 
A summary of the JMP output is shown in Table 3. The raw data, calibration curve, and 95 
percent prediction interval on the calibration for sensor 12 is also shown in Figure 16. 
These results show the capabilities of the sensors to correlate output voltage to applied 
normal stress while attached to the tire. All R2 terms were considered acceptable, being greater than 
the 0.90 level. 
The average prediction intervals in Table 3 illustrate the potential error associated with 
acquiring one observation point using the developed measurement system. This error can be viewed 
as a function of variation in the load applied, coupled with any error in the measurement system itself. 
The measurement system error included: sensor, A/D converter, and signal noise variation.  Because 
the prediction interval is the error associated with just one observation, it is only applicable when 
considering the accuracy of a single data point in the field. 
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Table 3. FlexiForce sensor initial on-tire calibration results including the average of the prediction and 
confidence intervals on the calibration equations }~~  } 	   ~}. 
 
Conversely, the average confidence intervals in Table 3 illustrate the error associated with 
determining the correct regression equation for the entire set of observation points (23760 points per 
sensor). As with the prediction interval, this error is also associated with the variation in applied load 
and error in the measurement system itself. However, the confidence interval takes into account the 
number of observations used to create the regression line or the resulting observation. The large 
difference between confidence and prediction intervals (shown in Table 3) illustrates the influence of 
the large number of points taken to determine the calibration equations shown 
In processing the field test data, both the prediction and confidence intervals would play a 
role in determining the overall accuracy of the response.  When analyzing a single data point, the 95 
percent confidence interval on that observation was equivalent to the prediction interval. However, in 
the post-processing algorithm used, the mean and standard deviation of several points was 
95% Confidence Interval 95% Prediction Interval
UT Lead
1 25 0.989 -93.4 81.2 0.342 39.8
2 12 0.983 -100.8 88.7 0.418 46.8
3 21 0.992 -90.9 77.5 0.265 29.6
4 23 0.996 -100.9 80.8 0.201 22.5
5 24 0.981 -101.8 92.8 0.469 52.3
UT Trail
1 29 0.995 -102.4 85.2 0.241 26.8
2 30 0.992 -98.7 83.0 0.303 33.9
3 31 0.987 -109.9 89.8 0.343 34.2
4 33 0.996 -97.1 79.5 0.210 23.5
5 10 0.987 -101.4 91.0 0.372 41.4
Trailing Side
1 36 0.979 -106.2 80.6 0.474 52.9
2 34 0.983 -91.6 75.6 0.454 50.4
3 37 0.997 -105.0 82.4 0.200 22.3
4 38 0.988 -121.7 100.5 0.358 39.9
5 39 0.988 -102.9 86.0 0.371 41.4
Leading Side
1 41 0.988 -101.7 90.3 0.363 40.4
2 42 0.990 -103.7 89.0 0.332 37.0
3 43 0.996 -100.8 83.0 0.207 23.1
4 27 0.982 -107.6 93.8 0.443 49.3
5 26 0.948 -84.3 83.4 0.748 83.2
Intercept 
(kPa)
Average Regression Interval Ranges (kPa)Sensor 
Number
Location R
2 Slope 
(kPa V
-1
)
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determined, creating a confidence interval around the mean of these points.  This confidence interval 
includes error due to the measurement system as well as the variations in the applied sensor load, but 
is generally significantly smaller than the prediction interval determined in calibration. Further 
explanation of the data analysis and accuracy is discussed in Chapter 7, Section 3. 
 
Figure 16. Piezoresistive sensor number 12 (UT Lead 2) response to applied pressure. R2 for indicated 
linear calibration curve is 0.9832.  
4.4 CONCLUSIONS 
By applying current sensor technology to the soil-tire interface sensing problem, a normal 
stress sensing solution was developed that allows high resolution sensing while minimizing the 
impact on the tire characteristics and dynamics. Tekscan FlexiForce piezoresistive sensors were 
chosen for the lug leading and trailing sides, as well as the undertread area. Honeywell model F 
subminiature pressure sensors were chosen for use on the lug face.   
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Both the FlexiForce and Honeywell sensors required time in the laboratory to develop the 
proper application technique. The FlexiForce sensors used a metal backing plate to provide stiffness 
to the sensing area, while the Honeywell pressure sensors were attached directly to the lug face. 
Each FlexiForce sensor used in the system was first evaluated in the lab environment before 
being applied to the tire. These sensors were then calibrated on the tire to provide a pre-test 
calibration. These calibration results were evaluated to ensure the sensor output had high correlation 
with the applied normal stress, providing high in-field accuracy. The Honeywell sensors were factory 
calibrated.   
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5 SHEAR SENSOR DEVELOPMENT 
In previous works, shear stress has been measured using metal plugs inserted into the lug. 
Using known metal properties and standard strain gages, the absolute magnitude and direction of 
shear stress on the metal plug face could be determined. This stress was assumed to be the same as 
the shear in the surrounding rubber, and as that in a non-instrumented lug under the same conditions 
(Burt et al., 1987a; Jun et al., 1997).  
5.1 OBJECTIVES 
To fully quantify the soil-rubber interaction at the lug face, a shear stress measurement 
mechanism is required to determine the variation in shear across the lug face. This measurement 
system would allow determination of the relative inconsistency in shear stress development across the 
lug face. Sensing system objectives were: 
• Sense relative shear across the lug face 
• Limit changes in tire properties and soil engagement behavior to a minimum 
Although knowing the absolute magnitude and direction of the shear stress is important when 
comparing soils and the reactions among them, the goal of this study is to establish trends of how the 
shear stress varies across the lug as it travels through the soil contact region. This initial investigation 
focused on determining a simple method to effectively determine the relative shear stress across the 
lug width.  
5.2 METHODS AND MATERIALS 
5.2.1 SHEAR SENSOR THEORY 
Burt et al. (1987a) and Jun et al. (1997) determined that the lug face is under stresses in all 
three primary directions (normal, tangential– stresses along tractor travel direction, and latitudinal – 
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along tractor axle direction). The focus for shear stress analysis was on the tangential direction, as this 
was assumed to be a major factor in determining the horizontal load developed by the machine. 
There are few non-invasive methods of measuring the shear stress developed at an interface 
between two materials. In this case, the method is to use a strain gage to measure rubber strain, then 
using material properties such as the Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, shear modulus, or a 
combination of these, in conjunction with the Generalized Hooke’s Law (equation 23). 
   +4 q  ^Ir  # 
 ^  +4 q^  Ir  # 23 
 I  +4 qI  ^r  # 
In the case of an agricultural tractor tire of type R1, R1W, or R2, two methods of applying 
strain gage rosettes to determine tangential shear stress at the lug face were identified. The first 
method called for applying the strain gages perpendicular to the lug face and the tractor axle, close to 
the lug face. Using this method, the shear and normal strains at the lug face could be determined. 
However, this method is dependent upon cutting into the lug in the tangential direction to create a 
plane in the lug to mount the gage and the necessary space to properly apply the gage and route the 
wires. This compromises the tire integrity, possibly changing the soil-tire response dynamics that are 
under investigation. This wasn’t in line with the goal of accurately determining the differences in 
shear stress across a tire lug. This method will be referred to as Configuration A. 
The second method is to affix the strain gage rosette to the lug trailing side, near the outer 
edge (edge of lug face and lug trailing side), with the vector of the measured tangential stress running 
through the gage, at an angle to the gage equivalent to the angle of the lug at that point across the tire. 
Although the strains in this position are smaller in magnitude, they are still valid because the shear 
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strain on the lug face (γZY’ in Figure 17) is not orthogonal to the lug trailing face. By applying the 
rosette to the trailing face (X-Z plane in Figure 17), the shear strain exerted on it is simply a 
component of the tangential shear strain experienced by the lug face, per equation 24. This method 
will be referred to as Configuration B. 
       	  (  24 
 
Figure 17. View of tire lug showing direction of applied tangnetial stress (Y') relative to the lug trailing 
face plane (XZ plane). 
The small surface element containing the strain gage rosette with gages 1-3 in Configuration 
B is shown inFigure 18. Using strain gage strain direction transformation equations given by (Craig, 
2000), shear and normal strains on the X-Z plane can be determined: 
   +G 
   G 25 
     + 
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Figure 18. Illustration of a small lug surface element with applied strain gage rosette. 
5.2.2 RUBBER BLOCK TEST METHODS 
Initial testing of the strain gage rosette system focused on evaluating the transducer 
attachment methods and its endurance when attached to rubber. The main concern was that the strain 
in the rubber exceeded the rosette’s strain limits, causing the rosette to zero-shift or separate from the 
rubber. The strain gage rosette used in this and all subsequent testing was a Vishay Micro-
Measurements C2A-06-062WW-350. Vishay documentation states that the rosette is capable of 
withstanding ±3% strain (Vishay, 2008).  
The strain gage rosette was applied to a rubber block that approximated the tire rubber 
properties. Vishay Micro-Measurements M-Bond 200 general-purpose adhesive was used to bond the 
rosette to the rubber specimen. The system was tested in several orientations relative to an applied 
shear load. Average shear load varied between 0 and 690 kPa (100 psi) through several tests. Gage 
configuration relative to shear stress application face (tire lug face) was also evaluated. Configuration 
A (Figure 19) is analogous to applying the gage in the tangential stress plane of the lug by cutting into 
the lug and applying the rosette to the side of interest. Configuration B in Figure 19 is analogous to 
fixing the rosette to the lug trailing face with the main shear plane being the lug face. Results are 
given in Chapter 5, Section 3. 
 Figure 19. Configuration A and Configuration B loading for 
5.2.3 TIRE SECTION INITIAL T
To further test the strain gage rosette orientations on an actual tire specimen, two rosettes 
were applied to a lug on a section of a 480/80R46 Firestone Radial All Traction 23° 
was cut in two places to create a 50 wide section of lug that could have a rosette bonded on both the 
tangential stress plane and on the lug trailing side (Configurations A and B, respectively). A metal 
plate was attached to the lug face between the two
the lug face where the strain gages were attached. Gages 1
Configuration A, while gages 4-
Configuration B. 
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– R1 tire. The lug 
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Figure 20. Initial tire section test setup. 
To translate the change in strain gage resistance to a voltage signal, the signal conditioning 
circuit shown in Figure 21 was used. The first stage in the signal conditioning was using the strain 
gage as a lower leg of quarter wheatstone bridge circuit. The voltage signals from the wheatstone 
bridge served as inputs into an Analog Devices 8228 Single Supply Instrumentation Amplifier. The 
amplification gain was set using a resistor (R GAIN in Figure 21) and equation 26.  
   5  k) ) 26 
This circuit translated the change in resistance at the strain gage linearly in to a change in 
voltage at the output to the analog to digital converter. 
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Figure 21. Strain gage conditioning circuit for shear stress measurement. 
Both shear and normal loads were placed on the instrumented lug section. The goal was to 
approximate the influence the shear load would have on the sensor output, proving that despite 
changes in normal load the measurement system could still determine the shear stress at the lug face. 
In testing, a shear stress would be set to a certain level, and then normal load was added and 
subtracted to account for the in-field loading scenarios. Data was collected simultaneously from gages 
1-6 at 4 Hz per channel. During post-processing 10 seconds of data was averaged from each shear-
normal load combination. Full results are presented in section 5.3.2. 
5.2.4 TIRE SECTION FINAL TEST METHODS  
To test the final proposed system, three strain gage rosettes were applied to another lug 
trailing side on the tire section referenced previously. A metal plate was attached across the entire lug 
face to provide an even shear and normal load to the lug face. The gages were positioned as close to 
the lug face as possible, limiting any influence of normal stress exerted on the lug leading face.  
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The data acquisition system translated each gage’s resistance linearly to a voltage, allowing a 
linear relationship between the shear strain and resulting voltage to be drawn. Each data point 
collected represents an average of 80 data points taken at 10 Hz per channel. Tire center rosette, gage 
2 data was not collected because the data acquisition system used was limited to 8 analog input 
channels. 
 
Figure 22. Strain Gage placement on lug trailing face for testing purposes. 
To test the system, shear and normal loads were exerted on the metal plate on the lug face to 
approximate the loads the system would see in the field environment. The goal was to determine if 
the sensors could still determine shear stress independently of the applied normal stress. Full results 
are given in Chapter 5, Section 3. 
 
Figure 23. Using tire section to test strain gages attached to Lug Trailing Side. 
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5.3 RESULTS 
5.3.1 RUBBER BLOCK TEST RESULTS 
Testing on the rubber block confirmed the rosette application technique was adequate when 
applied to rubber. Throughout testing, the rosette remained attached and provided data on the strain in 
the rubber. Additionally, the strain magnitudes recorded using the test apparatus were never greater 
than 1%, confirming the use of general purpose strain gages (specifically the MM C2A-06-062WW-
350) to define rubber strain. 
Data acquired when applying only shear stress when the rosette is in Configuration A shows 
some linear correlation between shear stress and all gage resistances, as shown in Figure 24. 
Comparatively, shear stress data taken in Configuration B shows little linear correlation (Figure 25). 
 
Figure 24. Data from Configuration A shear stress testing (40 averaged points represented by 1 point). 
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Figure 25. Data from Configuration B shear stress testing (160 averaged points represented by 1 point). 
Due to the unique nature of the gage application and the previously unquantified, non-linear 
mechanical properties of the rubber specimen, the data was analyzed using statistical modeling 
functions in JMP statistical analysis software. Unless residuals or other data showed promise for 
another regression method, models were linear in nature for simplicity and ease of analysis. Variables 
used in this step were the individual strain gage resistances (explanatory variables) and the average 
shear stress imposed on the shear face (analogous to the lug face in all conditions shown).  
Table 4. Multiple linear regression statistical model results for shear stress by Configuration A Rosette 
(Shear Stress=µ+α*Gage1+β*Gage2+δ*Gage3+ε) 
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2
X 0.788 <0.001 - -
X 0.521 - 0.001 -
X 0.668 - - <0.001
X X 0.991 <0.001 <0.001 -
X X 0.887 <0.001 - 0.003
X X 0.991 - <0.001 <0.001
X X X 0.992 0.1065 <0.001 0.100
Gage 1 Gage 2 Gage 3
Model Variables Variable Significance (Prob>F)
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Table 5. Multiple linear regression statistical model results for shear stress by Configuration B Rosette 
(Shear Stress=µ+α*Gage1+β*Gage2+δ*Gage3+ε). 
 
Analysis of the models and the associated parameters showed that Rosette Configuration A is 
the optimal orientation for this particular application. The results show that high (α<0.02) correlations 
can be achieved using data from only two of the three gages in the rosette. However, Configuration B 
showed some promise for the lug trailing side orientation, as the gages showed a highly correlated 
response to shear load when all gages were used in the statistical model. Some of the correlation in 
the linear statistical models may have been due to the load application techniques. The focus of this 
testing was to determine the ability to attach strain gage rosettes to rubber and get a reasonable 
output, not to determine the optimum rosette orientation. Because of this fact, there was some bias in 
load application techniques that resulted in the hysteresis in the data shown in Figures 24 and 25  
Although this data wasn’t directly related to the final determination of the best rosette 
orientation, it was useful in establishing that the shear stress magnitudes anticipated would not exceed 
small strains and that these small strains can be effectively measured using a strain gage rosette. It 
also established that the sensing system would need to rely on more than one strain gage, confirming 
the need for the rosette style gage set already used in this testing. 
5.3.2 TIRE SECTION INITIAL TESTING RESULTS 
Data collected during both shear and normal stress loads applied is shown in Figures 26 and 
27. 
Gage 1 Gage 2 Gage 3 R
2
X 0.004 0.842 - -
X 0.431 - 0.011 -
X 0.075 - - 0.344
X X 0.475 0.355 0.009 -
X X 0.077 0.888 - 0.370
X X 0.682 - 0.008 0.013
X X X 0.982 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
Model Variables
Gage 3Gage 2Gage 1
Variable Significance (Prob>F)
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Data collected from all sensors show similar responses, with the lug center position appearing 
to show more linear responses to the applied shear stress. As normal load was increased or decreased, 
the lug deflection resulted in a change in the applied shear stress due to the loading mechanism. This 
change in shear stress was recorded. Generally in Figures 26 and 27, points at very similar shear 
stress loads but showing change in the horizontal axis direction are due to changes in normal stress, 
while the overall trends are due to shear stress changes.  
 
Figure 26. Sensor response to shear and normal stresses (Configuration A – rosette in center of lug). 
 
Figure 27. Sensor response to shear and normal stresses (Configuration B –  lug trailing side. 
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Similar to the previous shear stress testing, results were analyzed using modeling techniques 
to eliminate any unknown variables such as stress concentrations and rubber inconsistencies to 
influence the results.  
Tables 6 and 7 show some of the linear modeling results, including variable significance. 
Table 6. Multiple linear regression statistical model results for shear stress by gages 1-3 (Shear 
Stress=µ+α*Gage1+β*Gage2+δ*Gage3+ε). 
 
Gages 1-3 provided very good correlation between gage output and shear stress. Gage 1 
appeared to provide the most information on the applied shear stress. Although insignificant by itself, 
gage 2 provided significance when included in a model with either of the other gages in the rosette. 
Based on the gage orientations and expected strains from the applied stresses, it was assumed that 
gage 2 was accounting for variation in normal load applied to the lug face. 
Table 7. Multiple linear regression statistical model results for shear stress by gages 4-6 (Shear 
Stress=µ+α*Gage4+β*Gage5+δ*Gage6+ε). 
 
 
Gage 1 Gage 2 Gage 3 R
2
X 0.988 <0.001 - -
X 0.008 - 0.513 -
X 0.922 - - <0.001
X X 0.992 <0.001 <0.001 -
X X 0.992 <0.001 - <0.001
X X 0.993 - <0.001 <0.001
X X X 0.994 0.216 <0.001 0.010
Model Variables Variable Significance (Prob>F)
Gage 3Gage 2Gage 1
Gage 4 Gage 5 Gage 6 R
2
X 0.978 <0.001 - -
X 0.027 - 0.236 -
X 0.723 - - <0.001
X X 0.978 <0.001 0.597 -
X X 0.977 <0.001 - 0.714
X X 0.969 - <0.001 <0.001
X X X 0.979 <0.001 0.142 0.156
Model Variables Variable Significance (Prob>F)
Gage 4 Gage 5 Gage 6
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Data from gages 4-6 shows the weakness of the lug trailing face orientation, as the 
correlations, although paralleling those from gages 1-3, are generally not quite as consistent in 
providing the correlations of the previous rosette’s gages. In this case, the most significant factor in 
determining shear stress was gage 4, with neither of the other two gages providing any significant 
(α<0.05 influence. 
5.3.3 GAGE ORIENTATION DETERMINATION 
The initial tire section testing showed that the lug center position (Configuration A) provided 
higher correlation with the applied shear stress than the lug trailing side section. This was expected, 
as Configuration A is a more direct method of measuring the strain at the lug face. However, the main 
drawback to this configuration was that it forced a cut into the tire lug for strain gage attachment 
purposes. This may have changed the lug reaction characteristics, compromising the assumption that 
the observed strains are representative of that of the un-instrumented tire system.  
The lug trailing side measurement location (Configuration B) avoided the necessity of cutting 
into the lug to affix the gage, relying on the translation of the shear strain at the lug face onto the lug 
trailing edge and the lug trailing face. Additionally, because the rosette is applied directly to the 
factory-finished lug trailing face, it avoids any inconsistencies or rosette bonding issues that may arise 
when bonding the rosette to a face that was manually cut into the tire. Both orientations would be 
susceptible to detecting normal loads on the lug leading side that were close to the lug face as shear 
stress loads. To limit influence of this issue, the gages were mounted as close to the lug face as 
possible to limit the amount of lug face normal load influence on the observed shear stress. 
Configuration B was chosen for further review. 
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5.3.4 TIRE SECTION FINAL TEST RESULTS 
Shear stress load vs. sensor voltage for the Tire Center (TC), Lug Center (LC), and Tire Edge 
(TE) rosettes is shown in Figures 28, 29, and 30, respectively. For each shear stress load, normal load 
was varied from 0 to 135 kPa. 
 
Figure 28. Shear stress vs. sensor voltage signal for rosette in tire center position. 
 
Figure 29. Shear stress vs. sensor voltage signal for rosette in lug center position. 
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Figure 30. Shear sensor response for rosette in tire edge position. 
In general, all gages showed response to both shear and normal load. Normal load response 
was characterized by the trends in voltage change at similar shear stress. The strongest response to 
shear load without normal load influence occurred in gage LC.3, while the weakest responses to shear 
was in gages TE.2 and LC.2. This was expected, as the center (LC.2 and TE.2) gage orientation is 
most sensitive to strains in the Z direction (orientation from Figure 18). Response to changes in 
normal load is seen in Figures 28- 30 as horizontal trends in data at nearly the same shear stress. 
Linear multivariate statistical modeling techniques in JMP were again used to evaluate the 
ability to correlate sensor response to shear stress. Tables 8-10 show the results from modeling using 
sensor signals from rosettes TC, LC, and TE, respectively. 
Table 8. Statistical model results for shear stress by TC rosette (Tire Center Shear 
Stress=µ+αTC.1+βTC.3+ε). 
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Table 9. Statistical model results for shear stress by LC rosette (Lug Center Shear 
Stress=µ+αLC.1+βLC.2+δLC.3+ε). 
. 
Table 10. Statistical model results for shear stress by TE rosette (Tire Edge Shear 
Stress=µ+αTE.1+βTE.2+δTE.3+ε). 
 
As expected from data shown in Figures 28-30, no single gage was nearly perfect at 
associating output voltage with shear stress load. However, the Lug Center rosette showed great 
promise, as data from any two gages in that rosette yielded greater than 95% explanation of the 
variation in stress data (based on coefficient of determination). Additionally, the Tire Center rosette 
also shows high correlation among gages 1 and 3 and the effective shear stress. 
The main issue that arose during the analysis is the lack of fit between a linear model of the 
rosette output and applied stress at the TE position. Unlike the other positions, no combination of the 
three gages gave even α<0.25 correlations between model and applied stresses. This lack of 
correlation forced revisions to the sensing system. 
LC.1 LC.2 LC.3 R
2
X 0.886 <0.001 - -
X 0.246 - <0.001 -
X 0.946 - - <0.001
X X 0.988 <0.001 <0.001 -
X X 0.988 <0.001 - <0.001
X X 0.987 - <0.001 <0.001
X X X 0.988 <0.001 0.035 <0.001
Variable Significance (Prob>F)
LC.3LC.2LC.1
Model Variables
TE.1 TE.2 TE.3 R
2
X 0.584 <0.001 - -
X 0.283 - <0.001 -
X 0.706 - - <0.001
X X 0.684 <0.001 <0.001 -
X X 0.716 0.003 - <0.001
X X 0.720 - 0.001 <0.001
X X X 0.733 0.001 <0.001 <0.001
Model Variables Variable Significance (Prob>F)
TE.3TE.2TE.1
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5.3.5 SHEAR SENSOR REVISIONS 
Further analysis of the percent residual error (residual unit per predicted value unit) from the 
TE location model shows large residuals, even at predicted shear stresses larger than 50 kPa (Figure 
31).  
 
Figure 31. Percent residual error in shear stress vs. TE.1, TE.2, TE.3 model (Tire Edge Shear 
Stress=µ+αTE.1+βTE.2+δTE.3+ε). 
Even with the TE.2 gage contributing significantly to the TE.1, TE.2, TE.3 model, significant 
variation in sensor output vs. applied load still existed. This variation was assumed to be a resultant of 
the normal load not being fully accounted for by the gages used. Adding the applied normal load to 
the TE position models added significant confidence to the model, as seen in a comparison of Tables 
10 and 11 
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Table 11. Linear model of shear stress by TE rosette and normal stress (Tire Edge Shear 
Stress=µ+αTE.1+βTE.2+δTE.3+ζ(Normal)+ε). 
 
Additionally, the residuals from the model became much lower in magnitude when the 
normal loading treatment was applied, as shown in Figure 32. 
 
Figure 32. Percent residual error in shear stress vs. TE.1, TE.2, TE.3, Normal Load model (Tire Edge 
Shear Stress=µ+αTE.1+βTE.2+δTE.3+ζ(Normal)+ε). 
The normal load factor also contributed significantly when added to the TC and LC models, 
results shown in Tables 12 and 13, respectively.  
TE.1 TE.2 TE.3 Normal Load R
2
X X 0.727 <0.001 <0.001
X X 0.287 <0.001 0.284
X X 0.855 <0.001 <0.001
X X X 0.957 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
X X X 0.949 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
X X X 0.940 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
X X X X 0.958 <0.001 <0.001 0.033 <0.001
Model Variables Variable Significance (Prob>F)
Normal LoadTE.3TE.2TE.1
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Table 12. Linear model of shear stress by TC rosette and normal stress (Tire Center Shear 
Stress=µ+αTC.1+δTC.3+ζ(Normal)+ε). 
 
Table 13.Linear model of shear stress by LC rosette and normal stress (Lug Center Shear 
Stress=µ+αLC.1+βLC.2+δLC.3+ζ(Normal)+ε). 
 
Table 14. Linear statistical model variables predicting shear stress based on sensor output for each 
rosette location during lug section final testing. 
 
Ordinarily it would be assumed that most of the normal load factor would be accounted for 
using the x.2 (second, or middle) gage in strain gage rosettes. In this case, however, there appears to 
be more complex interactions occurring that limit the x.2 gage’s capabilities to account for the 
influence of normal load on gage output vs. shear stress. This interaction may be due to the high 
Poisson’s Ratio in rubber. While the Poisson’s ratio for steel is approximated at 0.27 (Craig, 2000), 
rubber is generally assumed to have a Poisson’s ratio near 0.50 (perfectly incompressible) (Campion 
et al., 2001). This causes extreme expansion or contraction in the X and Y directions when 
TC.1 TC.3 Normal Load R
2
X X 0.970 <0.001 <0.001
X X 0.910 <0.001 <0.001
X X X 0.971 <0.001 0.036 <0.001
TC.3TC.1
Variable Significance (Prob>F)Model Variables
Normal Load
LC.1 LC.2 LC.3 Normal Load R
2
X X 0.908 <0.001 - - <0.001
X X 0.255 - <0.001 - 0.096
X X 0.952 - - <0.001 <0.001
X X X 0.990 <0.001 <0.001 - <0.001
X X X 0.990 <0.001 - <0.001 <0.001
X X X 0.989 - <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
X X X X 0.990 <0.001 0.008 0.002 <0.001
Variable Significance (Prob>F)
Normal LoadLC.3LC.2LC.1
Model Variables
Location Equation
Tire Edge Shear Stress µ+αTE.1+βTE.2+δTE.3+ε 0.733 -21650 4260 -3658 7195 -
Lug Center Shear Stress µ+αLC.1+βLC.2+δLC.3+ε 0.988 -1750 -1714 623.2 1654 -
Tire Center Shear Stress µ+αTC.1+βTC.3+ε 0.948 8629 -2138 -960.0 - -
Tire Edge Shear with Normal µ+αTE.1+βTE.2+δTE.3+ζ(Normal)+ε 0.958 4507 -5663 2875 1017 -1.203
Lug Center Shear with Normal µ+αLC.1+βLC.2+δLC.3+ζ(Normal)+ε 0.990 -422.2 -1977 735.4 1358 -0.07016
Tire Center Shear with Normal µ+αTC.1+δTC.3+ζ(Normal)+ε 0.971 3368 -1418 218.4 - 0.3868
Model Description Model Variables
μ α β δ ζR
2
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compression or extension forces are applied in the Z direction. This expansion could be causing the 
lug trailing face to expand and deflect; causing a complex interaction between normal load and x.2 
gages, making it difficult to account for the normal load using just the strain gage. Additionally, the 
tire edge rosette may be under more complex stresses due to the lug dimensions and design at that 
point on the tire. 
Including the normal load in the approximation of shear stress based on strain gage output 
necessitates including another sensor to measure the normal load in the field study. To determine the 
normal load in parallel with the tire strains, a pressure transducer must be added to the system at the 
strain sensing location. This creates an issue if the transducer is put in the lug with the strain gage 
rosettes because the physical size of most transducers would affect the tire reaction dynamics, 
rendering the data not applicable to another tire of the same model. 
To solve this problem a low profile Honeywell Model F subminiature pressure transducer 
was selected. Similar transducers were used in the study done at the NSDL by Way and Kishimoto 
(2004) and Raper et al. (1995a). The transducer is designed for inputs up to 690 kPa (100 psi) and is 
less than 2mm thick. This permits attaching the transducer on the lug face while minimizing the effect 
of it on the soil-tire dynamics.  
5.4 CONCLUSIONS 
Results from the three rosettes are widely varied in magnitude, correlation, and sensitivity. 
This was expected and was the reason behind analyzing each position individually and using 
independent models for each position. Lug curvature, rubber inconsistencies, and gage positioning 
differences among the three locations all contribute to the differences in data from the three rosette 
locations. Lug design, particularly lug curvature, changes significantly between tire center and tire 
edge.  
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Based on equation 25, changes in lug curvature, particularly the lug face-lug trailing side 
edge, influence the magnitude of the lug face shear stress that is transferred to the lug trailing face 
(the sensing face). Additionally, the leading edge design also changes across the lug width. This 
changed the way the lug responds to applied shear stress across the lug. A change in lug response 
would change the observed strain gage response. 
Using observed shear strains to directly predict shear stress is only valid if the modulus of 
elasticity (E) of the material under observation is known. In the case of rubber, this modulus is not 
always known and could also vary throughout the material. Undoubtedly efforts are made on the part 
of tire manufacturers to limit both on-tire and tire-to-tire variations in rubber mechanical properties, 
however, discrepancies could also arise and be a source of variation in gage response across the lug. 
Another variable of significance in associating strain gage response with lug face shear stress 
is the gage orientation relative to the lug face. The lug face curvature (from TC to TE positions) 
further complicates this issue. Any change in gage orientation relative to the other gages and the lug 
face changes the direction of observed stresses. Although the gage orientation for this study is 
generally similar among the three rosettes, slight differences do exist, resulting in differences in gage 
reaction to lug face shear stress.  
The data collected in the lab testing for shear sensing created confidence that a strain gage 
rosette system could be applied to a tire lug and the data from that sensor could be associated with the 
applied shear stress at the lug face at high rates of correlation. The system minimizes impact on tire-
soil dynamics by not physically changing the lug dimensions or general make-up. Each sensing 
location required individual calibration, but these calibrations, in combination with a normal load 
measurement device at that point could be used to determine the shear load at that location. 
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6 DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM 
6.1 OBJECTIVES 
Before a specific data acquisition (DAQ) system was chosen for use in recording data from 
the soil-tire interface measurement system developed, key DAQ system development objectives were 
developed. They were to: 
• Develop a system that requires no slip rings to transfer the data to the logging device. 
This eliminated a complex component as well as potential errors when wiring such a 
device for the high number of channels under consideration.  
• Acquire data from up to 56 analog sensors at precise rotational intervals. This requires:  
• A system to determine the angular position at all times  
• 56 channel analog to digital conversion capacity  
• A 700 Hz per-channel (39.2 kS s-1 total) sampling frequency (6.35 mm intervals at 16 km 
h-1 wheel velocity) 
6.2 METHODS AND MATERIALS 
6.2.1 INITIAL HARDWARE SELECTION 
The first step in developing the data acquisition system was to determine the main processor 
for the system. A microcontroller solution was preferred, as several are available that include data 
logging capabilities in conjunction with expandability to allow for the large number of analog to 
digital (A/D) converters needed for the system. A Tern CAN-Engine (CAN-E) microcontroller 
module was chosen as the processor unit. It includes a compact-flash card attachment, allowing up to 
two GB of data to be collected before removal from the machine. This capacity was more than 
adequate for the amount of data anticipated. Additionally, the CAN-E featured serial and 16-bit 
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parallel bus communication to interface with peripherals and four channels of built-in 16-bit 
track/hold type A/D conversion. All Tern microcontroller programming was done using the Paradigm 
C++ environment provided by Tern. 
The second main component chosen for the system was the external A/D converter. For this 
task, the MAXIM MAX1304 A/D converter was selected. These components interfaced with the 
controller using a 12 bit parallel data bus, a control bus, and a chip select bus. It features eight 
channels of 12 bit track/hold A/D conversion. Using seven MAX1304 converters, track/hold 
conversion allowed all 56 channels to be sampled at the exact same time, eliminating any sampling 
skew due to time offsets in the A/D system. 
6.2.2 ANGULAR POSITION SENSING INTEGRATION 
Wheel angular position was required to determine the sensor locations during data 
acquisition. An Analog Devices ADXL203 Dual-Axis Accelerometer was attached to the data 
acquisition board and used two of the four analog input channels integrated into the CAN-E 
microcontroller. The DAQ board, in turn, would be attached directly to the tractor wheel, both 
eliminating slip rings to transfer wires from the wheel to the tractor and allowing an accelerometer to 
determine the wheel angular position as it rotated. The angular rotation of the accelerometer (based 
on the Y-axis) could be determined in post-processing using equation 27. 
 2  + ¢+t+£ v?¤¥'K 	 ¦£§¦¦§@  2.5¨z© 27 
 where 
 ¤¥'K = Binary result from A/D conversion of accelerometer Y channel 
 
¦ª§¦¦§ = Conversion factor for A/D converter 
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+t+£ = Conversion factor for accelerometer 
The two axis type accelerometer allowed easier programming and data post-processing. Data 
logging was triggered to begin when the X-axis of the accelerometer reached a threshold value 
(indicating the sensors were about to engage the soil), while the Y-axis was used to obtain high-
resolution data within the sensor engagement range. Figure 33 shows the theoretical accuracy of the 
angular position sensing mechanism over half of a tire revolution. 
 
Figure 33. Theoretical angular sensor resolution for the accelerometer’s Y-Axis. 
When mounting the accelerometer to the data acquisition board and the board to the wheel, it 
was impossible to ensure that either axis of the accelerometer was perfectly aligned with the sensors 
mounted to the tire. Additionally, each sensor set (UT Lead, UT Trail, Lug Leading Side, and Lug 
Trailing Side) was offset from another by a certain amount. To account for this, the board was 
mounted to the tire in the lab and data was acquired when each set of sensors was at the bottom center 
position. This serves as an offset calibration for the sensors. In order to convey the offset of each 
sensor relative to each other and the whole system, this offset was not applied to the data in graphs 
used in final data analysis. 
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6.2.3 INITIAL HARDWARE TEST METHODS 
The first step in actual hardware development was to gather information on the timing 
characteristics of the A/D converter chips using a simplified microcontroller and programming 
environment. A Microchip PIC 18F4585 microprocessor was used to interface with a single 
MAX1304 chip to validate the various control and feedback signals (Chip Select – CS, Convert Start 
– CONVST, End of Last Conversion – EOLC, Clock – CLK, Write –WR, Read – RD, Data Bus). 
After the basic operation of one MAX 1304 chip was confirmed, a second converter was added to 
begin to determine the additional challenges of adding another A/D converter to the parallel bus. This 
was done using the A/D converter’s CS function in conjunction with proper timing of RD and WR 
functions, although this did not include any method to store the data on the microprocessor. The 
Basic-based software program used in this testing was developed in Microcode Studio and is 
available in Appendix 10.3. 
6.2.4 CAN-ENGINE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 
The signal timing and data collection knowledge provided through the PIC Processor testing 
was used to create the initial C++ language code for the CAN-E microcontroller. Although the PIC 
processor testing eliminated many potential issues with signal timing for the A/D Chip-
microcontroller communication, another issue developed. Collecting large amounts of data in a short 
of time brought a focus on the time needed to write the collected, formatted data to the CAN-E’s on-
board compact flash (CF) card. Through discussion with the engineering staff at Tern Inc., the fastest 
method to write to the CF card was determined to be the fs_fwdump command. This command reads 
a binary data array and writes it directly to the CF card without adding any traditional text formatting. 
Using this command to write data to the file after every A/D converter read event put the total time to 
acquire and store each event’s data greater than the 1.4 ms (700 Hz) available for that process. 
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Additionally, each instance of fs_fwdump was limited to a 32768 byte array length. To account for 
these limitations, several steps were taken in the code development process.  
First, data would only be collected when the sensors were engaging the soil. As the sensors 
were to be located in two consecutive lug-undertread pairs (approximately 24° of angular wheel 
rotation), the angular displacement when the sensors were exposed to the soil was minimal compared 
to the entire rotation of the wheel. The method chosen was to collect and store data on volatile 
microcontroller memory (RAM) in arrays while the sensors were engaged in the soil. These arrays 
were then written to the non-volatile CF card memory later in the tire revolution, when the sensors 
were not engaging the soil.  
Second, the data collection arrays in the volatile memory would be statically allocated to take 
full advantage of the 32768 byte limit for the fs_fwdump command. Because each fs_fwdump 
requires some overhead time in addition to the time to write the data to the CF card, it was 
advantageous to use data arrays that were as large as possible. This minimizes the amount of 
processor time needed to write multiple large amounts of data to the CF card. Generally, the Tern 
microprocessor coding environment allocates arrays dynamically. However, when dealing with larger 
arrays, a far pointer must be used to allocate the precise amount of memory needed for the data array. 
A total of six arrays were allocated to temporarily log the data before writing it to the file (Appendix 
10.4, code lines 81-86). 
For each A/D converter read event, the microprocessor recorded the data from each external 
12-bit A/D converter (56 channels total), data from two of the CAN-E’s four internal16-bit A/D 
converter channels, and the relative time of data collection. Each A/D conversion (both 12 and 16 bit) 
was allotted two bytes (16 bits) in a data array, for a total of 116 bytes of data (over 56 channels 
external, two internal) per read event. Adding the relative time created a data array of 124 bytes per 
read event. Delimiter strings, also of 124 byte length, having constant binary values greater than 15 
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were used as delimiters to mark the beginning-of-file, end-of-array, and end-of-tire-revolution events. 
This differentiated the delimiter string from the surrounding data because the maximum consecutive 
byte values from the 12 bit converters were 15, 255 (Most Significant Byte, Least Significant Byte), 
while the array delimiter strings had byte values of 230, for example. Using values greater than 15 
ensured that delimiting events were not confused with the data from the read event. Each read or 
delimiter data array was added consecutively to the statically allocated arrays until the sensors rotated 
out of the soil (determined by the accelerometer output). At that point, the data in the static arrays was 
written to the file on the CF card. A schematic further detailing this process is shown in Figure 34. 
 
Figure 34. CAN-E Microprocessor program and data logging flow showing delimiter strategy. 
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Because of this arrangement, the Excel Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) post-processing 
program could focus on reading in 124 bytes (one read event) and then determining if that event was 
a delimiter. If it was, it would increment the array count or the revolution count. If it was not, it would 
move the data directly to an Excel Worksheet, including the respective array and revolution number.  
The final DAQ software version code (version 25) for the CAN-E microcontroller is in 
Appendix 10.4, while the final Excel VBA post-processing program code is located in Appendix 
10.5. 
6.2.5 CAN-ENGINE HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT 
After solving the data storage concerns, the CAN-E was connected to the two A/D converters 
used previously with the PIC processor. The CAN-E had programmable input/output (PIO) pins 
dedicated to each A/D converter’s CS and RD inputs. Each external A/D converter’s 12-bit bus was 
connected to the CAN-E’s on-board data bus. One issue arose during this testing. 
Initially, the RD and WR A/D converter control functions were connected directly to PIO 
channels on the CAN-E. However, because the microprocessor could not be set to select the proper 
PIO channel and read the bus data at the same time, this setup caused the A/D converters to put 
information on the bus when other peripherals were doing the same. This caused an error on the bus 
and a segmentation fault in debugging. To resolve this problem, a 74LS32 quad OR gate integrated 
circuit chip was placed between the PIO channel on the microcontroller (OR gate input 1) and the RD 
pin on A/D converter (OR gate output). The other OR gate input was the microcontroller’s bus select 
function. The only time an A/D converter RD pin received a low (read) signal was when both the 
proper PIO channel and the microcontroller’s bus select pins were low (active).  After changing how 
the control and data buses were connected to the two A/D converters, the system could collect and 
store 16 channels of analog data on a CF card. Following this step the other five external A/D 
converters were added for a total of 56 channels of external A/D conversion capacity.  
 6.2.6 COMPONENT PACKAGING
One printed circuit board each was developed for the signal condition circuits for the 
FlexiForce and strain gage based sensors. This kept the conditioning circuits away from the main 
board, making it easier to remov
The main circuit board was developed to contain the OR gate integrated circuits, voltage 
regulator, accelerometer, attachment 
and screw terminals to attach the signal processing boards. A board schematic is available in 
Appendix 10.6. 
Figure 35. Custom data acquisition system including 56 analog input channels and CF card logging 
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e the main processor board for development and debugging.
sockets for the CAN-E module and A/D converter sub
capabilities. 
 
-boards, 
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A sub-board was developed for attaching the MAX 1304 A/D converter integrated circuits to 
the main board. These boards allowed ease of development and debug, as individual A/D converters 
could be tested and removed to verify each one’s integrity as well as the operation of the main board. 
Figure 35 shows the main board with A/D converters and CAN-E module attached. The CF data 
logging card attached directly to the CAN-E module. 
6.2.7 DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM VALIDATION METHODS 
DAQ system validation focused on verifying the system met sampling speed requirements. 
An analog signal was applied to all channels at the same time using a sine wave signal generator at 
3.001, 24.84, 102.7, and 503 Hz. Wave frequencies were measured using an oscilloscope. 
Microprocessor timing measurements were conducted by changing the state of a programmable 
output pin at the beginning and ending of each process in question. 
6.3 RESULTS 
Observed time to trigger, sample, and collect data from the A/D converters for all 56 channels 
was 1.13 ms, for a resulting overall sampling frequency of 887 Hz per channel, or 49.7 kS s-1 overall. 
This does not include the time required to log the data to the non-volatile memory card.  
During any sampling operation (one tire revolution), up to 1584 samples per channel can be 
stored locally in RAM. If the tire is revolving fast enough that the sensors are in sampling mode 
(bottom of revolution ±45°) for less than 1.79 s, fewer samples will be collected. In testing, the 
maximum of 1584 samples per channel (88704 samples total) were collected before logging to the CF 
card. The time to log this data and associated timestamps to the card was 693 ms. 
As shown in Figures 36-38, the DAQ system was unable to sample fast enough to determine 
the full waveform of a 102.7 Hz signal, but determined a 3.001 Hz signal very well. This is expected, 
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as the faster signal represents less than the 10 samples per period to properly determine the signal 
wave. 
 
Figure 36. Channel 1 recorded data for simulated analog input sine wave at 3.001 Hz. 
 
Figure 37. DAQ Channel 1 recorded data for simulated analog input sine wave at 24.84 Hz. 
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Figure 38. DAQ Channel 1 recorded data for simulated analog input sine wave at 102.7 Hz. 
The DAQ system is expected to be able to precisely determine the tire angular displacement, 
so it is imperative that the samples are taken at the same time. The simultaneous sampling 
performance was analyzed by comparing the observed standard deviation among channels connected 
to the same signal during the same sample cycle. Averages and standard deviations for 10 randomly 
selected sample cycles are shown in Table 15. Figures 39 and 40 show data comparing the observed 
data from analog channels 1 and 56.  
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Table 15: Average and standard deviation for all 56 analog input channels over 10 random sample 
records at 24.84 Hz. 
 
 
Figure 39. Data from Channels 1 and 56, showing simultaneous sampling performance. The simulated 
analog signal was a sine wave at 24.84 Hz.  
 
Record Number
43 779 0.95114572 4 0.00472551
173 3768 4.59965297 5 0.00557195
184 1124 1.37163435 4 0.00502732
704 3591 4.38347953 4 0.00549092
1474 664 0.81011091 4 0.00482380
2618 803 0.98079136 4 0.00491579
3359 512 0.62467303 4 0.00489662
5632 3294 4.02088710 4 0.00548033
6209 2128 2.59822301 4 0.00500861
6231 3322 4.05576433 4 0.00529791
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Figure 40. Channel 56 voltage data subtracted from Channel 1 24.84 Hz simulated analog signal data 
shown in Figure 37, Channel 1 voltage data. 
The appearance of a consistent offset between Channel 1 and 56 shown in Figure 40 is 
minimal and was accounted for during the final calibration process, as the error in that process also 
accounts for any small offset that may be caused in the A/D conversion process. The field DAQ unit 
was used for all calibrations, in the field configurations (with the same channels connected during 
calibration as in the field). 
6.4 CONCLUSION 
An on-wheel data acquisition system was developed to log the data from the developed 
sensing system. The DAQ system was capable of logging up to 56 channels of data at intervals faster 
than required to removable flash-based storage. It eliminates the moving parts and potential field 
connection and disconnection issues of a slip ring while maintaining the ability to log angular 
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position data using a dual-axis accelerometer. The accelerometer also allows the software to trigger 
A/D conversion only when the sensors are engaging the soil. The logged data was easily post-
processed due to the unique delimiting structure used in the data files on the CF card. Storing large 
amounts of high frequency analog data to RAM and then transferring to non-volatile memory when 
the sensors were not in contact with the soil provided an excellent solution for managing the high 
throughput capacity of this specialized DAQ system. Based on the results, the data acquisition system 
was proven to be adequate in collecting sensor data at a rate higher than necessary for 6.35mm linear 
displacement at 16.0 km h-1. 
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7 FIELD TESTING 
7.1 OBJECTIVES 
To fully test the sensing and data acquisition system field testing in the intended environment 
was necessary. The objectives of the initial field test conducted for this study were to: 
• Gather normal stress, shear stress, and wheel angular position data 
• Evaluate DAQ system function in the field  
• Evaluate sensor function and durability in the field 
• Develop techniques to analyze the acquired shear and normal stress data 
• Analyze: 
• Results of sensor calibrations and ranges and how this impacts field behavior 
• Variation in normal stress data relative to expected outcomes 
• Differences between the developed model and field results 
• Variation in lug leading and trailing side results relative to previous studies 
In-field testing was completed on September 1, 2009. 
7.2 METHODS AND MATERIALS 
7.2.1 TRACTOR SETUP  
FlexiForce, Honeywell, and strain gage sensors were attached to the right rear (operator’s 
perspective) outside (dual) wheel of a John Deere 7930 IVT (Figure 41).  
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Figure 41. FlexiForce, Honeywell, and strain gage sensors installed on right outside John Deere 7930 
tractor tire. 
Using the outside wheel allowed the tractor to be used for other purposes while 
instrumentation was in development and ensured that the sensors would not be operating in the track 
of the front tractor wheel. Before the instrumented wheel was attached, Both the right and left inner 
wheels were removed and the outside (dual) wheel on the non-sensing (left) side was attached (Figure 
42). This served to even the tractor vertical load on each of the rear wheels while isolating the sensors 
from any influence from the inner wheel (on the sensing side).  
For initial testing, tractor mass was unchanged from the factory ballasting (minus inside 
wheels) at 9540 kg total, with 6600 kg centered over the rear axle. Rear tire pressure was set at 138 
kPa. No horizontal load was added and the tractor was operated at 5.6 km/h. The mechanical front 
wheel drive was disengaged for all tests. 
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Figure 42. John Deere 7930 IVT with inner rear wheels removed for testing purposes. Includes 
instrumented outside right rear wheel. 
7.2.2 FIELD PREPARATION 
All testing was conducted at the Iowa State University Agricultural Engineering and 
Agronomy farm. Prior to testing, the field was in fallow for several months. Several weeks prior to 
testing, the field was moldboard plowed to an eight inch depth. Following the plowing, but preceding 
testing by only a few hours, three passes were made over the field using a field cultivator at a depth of 
four inches.  
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Figure 43. Soil conditions during testing. 
7.3 TEST RESULTS 
Two test repetitions were completed with no configuration changes between tests. Sensors 
were evaluated based on appearance after each test. Testing was concluded after the second test 
because the Honeywell pressure sensors and the strain gages started to show failed wires, raising 
concerns about data integrity and sensor attachment.  
7.3.1 SENSOR AND DAQ SYSTEM FAILURE ANALYSIS 
FlexiForce sensors 1 and 4 on the Lug Leading Side (see Figure 13 for location) appeared to 
be malfunctioning during this test and were discounted from further analysis. These sensors did not 
show this behavior during pre-test calibration, but post-test calibration showed low coefficients of 
correlation for these two sensors. Because of this, it is assumed they were damaged during transport 
from the sensor development lab, tractor mounting, or early field testing.  
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A data acquisition software issue, shown in Figure 44, occurred in the 18-14° before bottom 
center region. The delay was caused by a pause in the DAQ software between logging arrays. This 
delay was not discovered until the post-processing stage but was later investigated and the code was 
revised and tested to confirm this issue was resolved. Later in post-processing, the data showed very 
large confidence intervals on the averages in the regions surrounding the delay point (shown in fig. 
48-50). This behavior was expected because of the fewer points in the intervals surrounding the DAQ 
unit delay, creating less data to establish a high degree of confidence in the mean at those points.  
 
Figure 44. Initial Testing Run 2, Revolution 8, Undertread Lead Sensor 1 Raw Data Output by Wheel 
Angular Position. 
The Honeywell sensors were attached using an epoxy directly to the outer lug face, without 
cutting into the tire. Although the wires were protected farther from the sensor, the 6-8 mm of wire 
nearest the sensors were exposed to the soil. It was thought that this short exposure would not be 
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detrimental. However, the soil contained more large clods and pebbles than anticipated. This caused 
the wires to pull away from the sensors causing detachment of the wires and loss of data. 
The strain gages attached to the tire also had durability issues. The lab testing did not account 
for the cloddiness of the soil, which resulted in frequent localized strains around the gages. This 
localized strain resulted in damaged gages and wiring. Similar to the Honeywell sensors, the fragile 
wires around the gages were also subjected to excessive strain and stretching, resulting in wire 
detachment and sensor failure.  
7.3.2 FLEXIFORCE SENSOR DURABILITY AND CALIBRATION 
Visual inspection of the FlexiForce sensors after initial test runs were made revealed slight 
wear marks on each sensor, raising concerns about their durability in the soil environment. To better 
understand the effect this exposure had on the sensors, they were recalibrated after returning the tire 
to the lab, using the same procedure as was used previously to determine if any significant change 
had occurred. Pre- and post-test calibration results are shown in Table 16. 
In every case, the sensor calibration curve’s intercept and slope variables showed a 
statistically significant shift after the test, raising concerns about the sensor and data integrity when 
exposed to the rough soil environment. Because no intermediate calibrations were taken, it was 
unknown at what time the shift occurred. To determine this, data from several sensors was analyzed 
over all runs to determine if the shift in intercept occurred during testing, or if it was in handling the 
tire after the initial test. Specifically, the data from each revolution before sensor-soil engagement 
was compared. Results for four selected sensors are shown in Figure 45. 
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Table 16. Comparing FlexiForce calibrations before and after testing. 
 
 
Figure 45. Variation in selected initial sensor values over several tire revolutions during test run 2. 
Data in Figure 45 shows a lack of variability in the recorded pre-sensor-soil engagement 
normal pressure (using pre-testing calibration results). This illustrates that although the sensors may 
have shifted before or after testing, the comparisons throughout individual and among different 
UT Lead
1 25 -93.373 0.166 81.208 0.053 -129.820 0.459 111.216 0.178
2 12 -100.758 0.215 88.677 0.075 -235.595 0.772 200.338 0.399
3 21 -90.882 0.128 77.472 0.041 -177.765 0.444 150.548 0.201
4 23 -100.896 0.102 80.779 0.033 -1019.874 1.671 280.499 0.403
5 24 -101.770 0.235 92.842 0.084 -285.753 1.418 157.078 0.510
UT Trail
1 29 -102.365 0.120 85.237 0.040 -126.336 0.449 110.895 0.176
2 30 -98.658 0.151 82.964 0.049 -120.680 0.351 102.421 0.132
3 31 -109.455 0.224 89.109 0.074 -154.030 0.503 133.142 0.217
4 33 -97.062 0.103 79.519 0.032 -396.017 0.946 322.157 0.560
5 10 -101.408 0.189 91.025 0.067 -331.617 1.339 275.419 0.869
Lug Lead Side
1 41 -101.705 0.185 90.311 0.064 -142.544 0.685 123.913 0.285
2 42 -103.725 0.169 88.977 0.058 -139.816 0.470 121.918 0.194
3 43 -100.842 0.103 82.995 0.033 -147.757 0.439 125.675 0.181
4 27 -107.565 0.227 93.798 0.081 -165.036 0.607 140.042 0.266
5 26 -84.307 0.361 83.430 0.126 -273.941 2.006 236.413 1.228
Lug Trail Side
1 36 -106.243 0.245 78.117 0.076 -157.189 0.707 132.816 0.301
2 34 -91.605 0.214 75.562 0.065 -113.510 0.312 94.529 0.109
3 37 -105.032 0.101 82.372 0.031 -118.331 0.454 104.132 0.172
4 38 -121.697 0.198 100.512 0.072 -533.351 2.684 363.376 1.434
5 39 -102.850 0.186 86.037 0.062 -259.867 1.280 211.276 0.729
After Initial Testing
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revolutions using the pre-testing calibrations are valid. Comparisons of data from initial testing to 
later testing, however, is subject to sensor shifting and resulting changes in calibration.  
Discounting shifting during the testing phase, the significant changes in FlexiForce 
calibrations before and after the test may be due to several factors such as tire rubber or geometry 
changes or changes in air and environmental conditions during calibration. When a tire is operated in 
the field – particularly in early uses (the tested tire was new) – rubber mechanical properties may 
change, possibly causing significant changes in the tire geometry or stiffness. Although testing was 
limited to low load conditions, these changes may have had an effect on the sensor output. 
Additionally, both sensor calibrations were done in the laboratory environment. The sensors may be 
sensitive to an environmental factor such as temperature that changed between the initial and final 
calibration steps.  
Due to the lack of variability shown over several tire revolutions during the testing phase, the 
initial calibrations were used for this analysis. 
7.3.3 FLEXIFORCE SENSOR DATA BLOCKING 
Although the overall trends in the raw data were as expected based on previous studies, the 
raw data showed (Figure 44) some noise in the angular position data. Because angular position was 
determined directly from the accelerometer attached to the data acquisition system, which was 
directly attached to the wheel, some noise was expected from vertical wheel movement and 
disturbances such as when a new lug would impact the soil. This noise was analyzed and discounted 
due to its small magnitude (approximately ±1°) and continuity with the overall data trend.  
Blocking the data in 2-degree intervals (Figure 46) yielded data similar in interval and overall 
result to data from previous studies, particularly that shown by Way and Kishimoto (2004), which 
was blocked in five degree intervals. Further data analysis used the blocked data with 95% confidence 
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intervals on the mean of the interface pressures within each blocked data set. These confidence 
intervals were subject to influence by the general slope of the normal stress data over each two degree 
interval, particularly at the engagement and disengagement regions of the curve (approximately -28° 
and -6° in Figure 46, respectively). Although this was a concern, the influence was minimized by use 
of the smaller (relative to previous studies) blocking interval and the number of data points within 
each interval. Additionally, this interval would later be used to determine significant differences 
among different revolutions of the same sensor. Using a modified confidence interval for these high 
slope regions would have compromised the integrity of the statistically significant differences. 
 
Figure 46. Testing Run 2, Revolution 8, Undertread Lead Sensor 1 Blocked Data Output by Wheel 
Angular Position. 95% confidence intervals for the mean of the blocked regions are indicated. 
7.3.4 WHEEL ANGLE OFFSETS AND FOOTPRINT LENGTH 
As discussed in the data acquisition hardware development section, the Wheel Angular 
Position data is relative to the accelerometer location, not relative to a specific sensor location. Data 
to relate the accelerometer Wheel Angular Position data to a specific sensor location was acquired in 
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the lab by positioning the tire such that the center of the lug indicated in Table 17 was at the bottom 
center position and then using the DAQ system to acquire the offset data. It also shows the 
approximate location of the sensors relative to the accelerometer angular position data.  
As expected, each consecutive sensor is marginally offset from the previous. For example, 
the data in Table 17 show that the Leading Side bank of sensors is approximately 16 degrees offset 
from the UT Lead bank of sensors. Comparing respective sensors from these two banks in  
Figure 47 shows the expected behavior: the Leading Side 2 sensor is engaging the soil 
approximately 15 degrees after the UT Lead 2 sensor.  
Table 17. Sensor location offsets due to differences in tire location. Sensors with more negative offsets 
strike the soil earlier than those with more positive offsets. 
 
However, Figure 47 and Table 18 also show the Lug Trailing Side 2 sensor engaging the soil 
at -30 degrees, an offset of only 4 degrees from the UT Lead 2 sensor. This is not expected, as the 
approximate offset between the two sensors indicated in Table 17 is almost 10 degrees. This may be 
explained due to simple variations in the soil micro-topography (perhaps a small mound of soil) at the 
point where the Trailing Side 2 sensor impacted the soil. 
Additionally, the engagement and disengagement points for the respective sensors could be 
used to better determine the actual tire footprint in a dynamic environment. This method was also 
used by Way and Kishimoto (2004), but was limited due to not having sensors in the lug leading and 
Lug Sensor Location
1 -21.2
UT Lead 5 -17.4
UT Trail 5 -13.6
2 -9.8
Trailing Side 5 -7.7
Leading Side 5 -1.4
3 0.7
Lug Offset 
(deg)
Approx. Sensor 
Offset (deg)
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trailing sides. Using the higher density of normal stress sensors allows a more complete 
understanding of how different locations on the tire engage and disengage the soil differently. 
 
Figure 47. Test 2, Revolution 8, Sensor 2 blocked data output on 2degree data blocks. 
 Table 18. Soil engagement and disengagement locations and length of contact for Test 2, Revolution 8. 
 
7.3.5 FLEXIFORCE ZERO OFFSETS 
As shown in Figure 46, after wheel angular position 2°, the sensor does not return to zero 
normal stress, even though the sensor appears to no longer be in contact with the soil. Several of the 
FlexiForce sensors showed this behavior. This offset could be calibrated out of the sensor, but it was 
decided to leave the offset in the output to more accurately represent the entire set of calibration data. 
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This factor was taken into account when making statistical comparisons, allowing only comparisons 
between different revolutions of the same sensor. Because the comparisons are being made using the 
same sensor and the same calibration, the normal stress offset was not a factor in determining the 
differences among revolutions. 
7.3.6 FLEXIFORCE DATA VARIATION 
Normal stress measurements from the same sensor over several revolutions varied based on 
the sensor and revolutions under consideration. Overall, similar output for a given sensor generally 
occurred at contiguous revolutions (ie: revolutions 9 and 10) while dissimilar data generally resulted 
from discontinuous revolutions (ie: revolutions 7 and 10). This was assumed to be due to the tire 
being under very similar soil and tractor loading situations in the contiguous revolutions. Two of the 
best illustrations of similar data on a single sensor over several revolutions occurred at the Lug 
Trailing Side 1 and Undertread Lead 1 sensor, on revolutions 7-10. Figures 48 and 49 show the 
blocked data from all four revolutions with 95% confidence intervals on each blocked angular data 
point indicated. 
The similarity shown among tire revolutions spaced out over approximately 17.5 meters of 
tire travel demonstrates the ability of the FlexiForce sensors to determine the soil-tire interface 
pressures at this point on the tire under similar soil conditions, even at field working speeds 
(approximately 5.4 kmh-1), which are much higher than speeds generally considered for this type of 
measurement (Way and Kishimoto, 2004; Jun et. al, 1998). It also shows the continuity that may 
occur at the soil-tire interface over several revolutions under similar soil conditions.  
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Figure 48. Testing Run 2, Revolutions 7, 9 and 10, Trailing Side 1 Sensor Blocked Output with 95% 
Confidence Intervals on each 2degree data block. 
However, data from other sensors through the same tire revolutions mentioned previously 
show distinct dissimilarities. Particularly, the UT Trail 2 sensor data was dissimilar in both overall 
trend and magnitude over revolutions 7-10 (Figure 50). 
To statistically compare the data in Figures 48-50, the data was compared using a Two-
Sample T-Test at 95% confidence on each blocked data point, comparing each possible set of 
revolutions, point by point between -32° and +6°. After the comparisons were made, the results for 
each sensor and revolution comparison were added together. The result is shown in Table 19. 
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Figure 49. Testing Run 2, Revolutions 7-10, UT Lead 1 Sensor Blocked Data. 
 
Figure 50.Testing Run 2, Revolutions 7-10, UT Trail 2 Sensor blocked data. 
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Based on this information, it appears that among the three sensors in question, the one 
showing the most statistical differences from revolution to revolution was the UT Trail 2 sensor, 
followed by the UT Lead 1 and the Trailing Side 1. Meanwhile, the set of revolutions with the most 
statistical differences between them for the three sensors shown were the seventh and tenth 
revolutions, followed by the eighth-to-tenth comparison. In general, the farther the revolutions were 
from contiguous, the more statistical differences were shown. 
Table 19. Comparison of the number of blocks of angular data having statistically significant difference 
in normal stress for each sensor and each set of revolutions 7-10. Data from angular positions -32° to +6°, 
as shown in Figures 48-50. 
 
Due to the fact that tire loading and soil conditions should be most similar in contiguous 
revolutions, contiguous revolutions showing the fewest significant differences were expected. It is 
logical that the farther the tire travelled from a given point, key soil characteristics such as soil 
texture, composition, and moisture began to change more, perhaps causing the increase in statistical 
difference shown over non-contiguous revolutions in Table 19. 
On the other hand, the increase in statistical difference in relation to different sensors cannot 
be explained by simple variation in soil. In this case, the soil should be rather similar in composition 
and any other key characteristics, as all the soil in question can be located in a tire footprint at the 
same time. Based on Table 15, it could be theorized that the sensors farther from the tire center (lower 
numbered sensors, in this case) see less soil movement and therefore experience less variation 
Trailing Side 1 UT Lead 1 UT Trail 2 Total
7-8 9 8 12 29
7-9 12 9 17 38
7-10 13 13 17 43
8-9 11 8 15 34
8-10 9 14 16 39
9-10 9 14 15 38
Totals 63 66 92 221
Revolutions Compared
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revolution-to-revolution. However, this theory is incorrect based on the other sensors in the UT Trail 
section. Simple visual inspection of data from UT Trail 1, 3 and 4 shows similar variability for all 
other sensor locations in the UT Trail set. Data from the UT Trail 1, 3, and 4 sensors over revolutions 
7-10 is shown in Figures 51-53.  
 
Figure 51. Testing Run 2, Revolutions 7-10, UT Trail 1 Sensor blocked data. 
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Figure 52. Testing Run 2, Revolutions 7-10, UT Trail 3 Sensor blocked data. 
 
Figure 53. Testing Run 2, Revolutions 7-10, UT Trail 4 Sensor blocked data. 
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Although there may be some similarities in soil-tire interface pressures for certain locations 
on a lug-undertread pair for given tire revolutions, making the assumption that these similarities 
extend over the entire lug-undertread pair has been shown to be incorrect in several conditions. In 
fact, even at sensing locations with very similar appearing output curves for contiguous revolutions, a 
large number of points along each revolution’s sensor output curve were shown to be significantly 
different from those in the complementary curve in the adjacent revolution.  
Because of this result, it is also impossible to draw similarities (revolution to revolution) 
among trends in pressure distribution across the tire width. For each set of sensors (UT Lead, UT 
Trail, Lug Leading Side, Lug Trailing Side) there was no dominant trend in the distribution of normal 
stress from revolution to revolution. 
7.3.7 ANALYSIS MODEL VS. DATA DIFFERENCES  
In the analysis model constructed prior to developing and testing the sensing system, it was 
assumed that the lug trailing side would not engage or just minimally engage the soil. Even in a low-
slip situation, it was assumed that the soil at the Lug Trailing Side would not move for a small portion 
of lug-undertread engagement. At the same time, the lug would be moving away from this soil, 
resulting in a slight soil void between the soil and tire at the Lug Trailing Side.  
This was not shown in the data. For example, in Figure 48, the data shows a large positive 
pressure at the interface on the trailing side of the lug. Without further analysis and possible soil bin 
testing in various soil types, it is impossible to determine the exact cause of this normal stress. 
However, one possible cause for this behavior would be that as the lug following the lug trailing side 
in question begins to engage the soil, the soil is slightly compressed, contributing to the initial lug 
trailing side normal stress. As the lug following the trailing side in question fully engages the soil, an 
increasingly larger portion of the tractor mass is placed on the undertread area, causing a compression 
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effect on the undertread soil. This would in turn increase the pressure at the lug trailing side, causing 
the behavior shown in the data. 
7.3.8 FLEXIFORCE SENSOR RANGES 
Throughout testing, there were several instances where the FlexiForce sensing ranges were 
exceeded. One such instance was the UT Trail 4 sensor in revolution 8 (Figure 53). The sensor shows 
a minor response in revolution 7, outputs the maximum value (5 V output from sensor) in revolution 
8, and follows that with two much smaller, expected responses for revolutions 9 and 10. At the same 
time that the UT Trail 4 sensor was reaching a maximum output, the UT Trail 3 sensor (Figure 52) 
showed a much smaller response, very similar to that of its preceding revolution.  
However, in revolution 10, the UT Trail 3 sensor showed behavior similar to the UT Trail 4, 
revolution 8, but it does not reach its maximum output. In fact, in revolution 10, UT Tail 3 even 
reaches a greater value stress value than UT Trail 4 does in revolution 8. This difference in range and 
maximum outputs is a result of the different FlexiForce outputs and the resulting calibrations. 
In a well-tilled soil this behavior is not expected. However, due to the cloddiness of and 
amount of debris in the soil used for this study, it is possible that maximum sensor outputs (such as 
shown by UT Trail 4 in revolution 8) may result from a soil clod, stalk, or rock impacting the sensor 
and being held against it during the soil-tire contact region. In modern agricultural field conditions, 
soils containing crop residue and large variations in conditions are very common. This example helps 
illustrate the extreme variability that can be displayed in agricultural field soil conditions.  
7.3.9 LUG SIDE RESULTS 
The Lug Leading Side and Lug Trailing Side sensors can be used to partially determine the 
effectiveness of the lug at creating traction. A relative amount of traction contributed by a particular 
portion of lug can be determined by subtracting the normal stress value obtained of the local lug 
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trailing side sensor from the respective lug leading side. Since the lug is not perpendicular to the 
vehicle motion, this data is not a direct measure of the traction created by the lug. However, it is a 
measure of how effective each lug is at making traction in the angled plane it is in. Because the Lug 
Leading Side sensors 1 and 4 were not functioning properly, only sensors 2, 3, and 5 were compared. 
Values for the Lug Leading Side sensors 1 and 4 were not assumed from averages from the other 
three sensors due to the variable nature of the sensor data as previously discussed. 
Data from this analysis was expected to take a form similar to lug face tangential stress data 
presented in Wood and Burt (1987a). Although it is not the same quantity being measured, it is 
similar in that both are measuring the effect of the lug at making traction. Wood and Burt’s data for 
zero net traction of a bias-ply tire with 20 kN vertical load and 110 kPa inflation pressure showed 
initial positive traction at the lug face, followed by negative traction. Although the test under 
consideration was not at zero net traction, it was expected to behave similarly, as the only rear axle 
torque generated by the soil-tire interface was the amount necessary to overcome the front tire motion 
resistance. 
This data yielded unexpected results. Wood and Burt’s (1987a) data showed positive 
tangential stress – and therefore positive traction – being made before the sensor bottom center point, 
while negative tangential stress and negative traction after that point. Although no consistent trend 
could be established across all cases, the opposite effect is frequently observed in data collected in 
this study, as shown in Figures 54-56.  
This behavior may be due to the tire being in a low slip, low traction state. In the early part of 
soil-tire contact for the lug, the soil is being slightly pushed by the trailing side, as it is being pushed 
into the undertread cavity. Following this, as the lug begins to be displaced slightly from the soil, the 
trailing side of the lug begins to slightly pull away from the soil as the leading side engages it and 
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traction is made. The differences between this data and the Wood and Burt (1987a) data could also be 
a product of the different type of tire under investigation (radial vs. bias-ply, respectively). 
 
Figure 54. Initial Testing Run 2, Revolutions 7-10, Lug Leading, Trailing Side 1 Sensor blocked data 
difference. 
 
Figure 55. Initial Testing Run 2, Revolutions 7-10, Lug Leading, Trailing Side 3 Sensor blocked data 
difference. 
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Figure 56. Initial Testing Run 2, Revolutions 7-10, Lug Leading, Trailing Side 5 Sensor blocked data 
difference.
7.4 CONCLUSIONS 
Soil-tire interface normal stress data was gathered using the piezoresistive sensors and DAQ 
system developed in previous steps. The Honeywell normal sensors and strain gage shear sensors 
were damaged during early stages of testing. The Honeywell sensors would require a redesign of the 
attachment method to function well in the field. Taking into account the fact that this damage 
occurred after only two repetitions, at no load and the lightest planned tractor weighting, it was 
determined that the strain gage sensing system was not durable enough for the application. Further 
work may be done to determine a more viable method of attaching gages to a tire lug, possibly 
including better methods of protecting the sensors 
To properly analyze the data acquired using the accelerometer and FlexiForce sensors, the 
data required blocking by wheel angular position. This step eliminated noise in the accelerometer 
output and allowed statistical comparisons to be made at discrete points throughout the soil-sensor 
contact region. 
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Overall, the test data indicated significant variability in the stresses at the soil-tire interface. 
This is contrary to previous studies that showed consistent sensor responses over multiple revolutions 
(Way and Kishimoto, 2004) and explainable responses under varying soil conditions (Wood and Burt 
1987a; Jun et al. 1998; Way and Kishimoto, 2004). This variation illustrated the need for a system to 
acquire data at the soil-tire interface, as well as the challenges of measuring consistent soil-tire 
interface stresses in a traditional field environment. The sensing method developed allows the higher 
resolution needed to determine how specific portions of a tire engage the soil differently. Data from 
this and similar systems could provide insight into different tire designs and a better understanding of 
how each portion of a tire interacts with the soil, particularly at soil engagement and disengagement. 
Several of the previous studies used soil bin tire rotational drivers in place of a tractor driving 
the wheel (Wood and Burt, 1987a; Jun et al., 1998; Way and Kishimoto, 2004). Using a tractor 
imparts a certain degree of unknown into the system as the front axle motion resistance and rear axle 
dynamic load must be determined using indirect methods. For this initial analysis, however, no 
horizontal pull was added to the system, nearly eliminating any influence of weight dynamics (versus 
the measured static weight), while front axle motion resistance can be assumed to be consistent in all 
cases, again because the dynamic weight effect was kept to a minimum. 
The second difference among this study and those previous is that the soil used in this study 
was tilled field soil, as opposed to a conditioned and consistent soil bin. Because testing was done in a 
field in fallow vegetation for several months, the resulting soil consistency included plant debris in 
addition to small rocks and soil clods. This inconsistency was chosen to represent the field conditions 
commonly encountered in Corn Belt field work operations. 
Lastly, the wheel velocity for this study was 5.4 km h-1, compared to that of the previous 
studies, which were generally in the range from 0.54 to 1.2 km h-1 (Wood and Burt, 1987a; Jun et al., 
1998; Way and Kishimoto, 2004). The wheel velocity used in this study was chosen to represent that 
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of a current field operation. At the present time there is no work describing how the soil-tire interface 
may change with increasing speed. 
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8 CONCLUSIONS 
Understanding the nature of the soil-tire interface and how stresses arrayed along and across 
the tire is a key step in developing more efficient tires for the agriculture industry. Currently in the 
agriculture tire development field, little modeling of the soil-tire interface can be accomplished due to 
the complexities of the soil and tire deflection characteristics. Development of such models would be 
expedited and results improved if accurate, real-world data could be gathered and integrated. 
Previous studies have used various methods to determine the shear and normal stresses at the 
soil-tire interface. However, these studies generally used sensors that compromised the original tire 
integrity, possibly biasing the results. Additionally, tire design has advanced significantly in the last 
20 years, rendering previously acquired data possibly unusable to compare newer tire designs.  
In addition to sensors for normal and shear stress sensing, fully understanding the stresses at 
the soil-tire interface requires developing a system that allows data acquisition on the rotating wheel. 
Normal and shear stress sensors were developed and tested in the lab environment before being tested 
in the field. A data acquisition system was developed that attached directly to the tire, allowing data 
to be logged directly to a compact flash card. 
8.1 RESULTS  
As a first step in developing the soil-tire interface stress measurement system, a theoretical 
analysis model was developed to understand the effect of various factors on soil-tire interface 
stresses. This model showed both soil type and travel reduction to have a significant influence on the 
distribution of tractive forces on the different areas of the lug-undertread pair. This emphasized the 
necessity of having a system to determine the relative contribution of each of the lug-undertread 
components. 
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The chosen FlexiForce piezoresistive pressure sensors provided a highly correlated voltage 
signal relative to pressure input. These sensors were tested in the lab and applied to the lug leading 
and trailing sides and undertread area in a minimally invasive manner. 
Strain gage rosettes applied to the trailing lug side were chosen to determine the shear stress 
at the lug face. These gages were chosen and located with the assumption that the soil abrasion would 
not have adverse effects on them. They were attached, tested, and calibrated in the laboratory 
environment. During laboratory testing, it was discovered that additional sensors would be needed to 
develop data that correlated well with the applied lug face shear stress. Honeywell Model F 
subminiature pressure sensors were chosen to provide this information at a high accuracy. 
A data acquisition unit was developed that included 56 external channels of 0-5V analog-to-
digital conversion, a built-in two-axis accelerometer, and CF card logging capabilities. Software was 
created to use the data acquisition system to log data to the CF card throughout the sensor-soil contact 
arc. This data was post-processed into Microsoft Office Excel 2007 using a Microsoft Visual Basic 
for Applications program. 
Testing provided data as well as feedback on in-field sensor capabilities. Both the strain 
gages and the Honeywell sensors were susceptible to soil abrasion. The Honeywell sensors were 
repairable using a different attachment technique, but the strain gages were not salvageable. Data 
from the FlexiForce sensors showed that although some tire locations showed similarities in trends 
over a set of revolutions, other sensors showed significant variability over the same revolutions. This 
showed the importance of having a high-resolution sensing system. 
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8.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE SENSING AND DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEMS 
Measuring shear and normal stresses in a rotating object that is intended to have large 
deflections is not an easy task. Although several advancements have been made previously and in this 
study, several recommendations for future soil-tire interface collection systems were developed: 
-Modify shear sensing system to enhance the in-field durability – Strain gages were not well 
suited for operation in soil, even on the lug trailing side. Future work could include evaluating the 
effect that previously used systems had on lug integrity with the intent of using such a system in the 
field. Other possible future systems could include better protection for the gages in the system 
presented in this paper, including using a layer of tire rubber over the sensors to protect against clods 
impacting the lug trailing side.  
-Sensors must have strain relief built into the wiring harness – During testing the lack of 
strain relief on the Honeywell sensors caused sensor failure. 
8.3 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
As sensing system capabilities are increased, future testing could include several steps to help 
determine the soil-tire interface under a wider variety of field conditions. 
-Operate tire in soil bin – This controlled environment would allow for troubleshooting the 
sensors as well as comparisons with data acquired in this study. 
-Operate tire in differing soil and tire operating conditions in soil bins – This would confirm 
the changes in soil-tire interface stresses due to changes in soil and tire operating conditions, as seen 
in previous studies. 
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-Operate tire on tractor in different soil and tire operating conditions – Comparing these 
results to those from soil bin testing would confirm the use of a tractor to test the instrumented tire in 
in-field conditions.  
-Operate tractor at several different speeds – Previous studies showed little variability at 
lower wheelspeed. This may be the source of disparities among this study and previous studies. Data 
on sensor response at different wheelspeeds may help alleviate these discrepancies. 
-Investigate soil-tire interface stresses from operating a tire in another tire track vs. untracked 
soil– Currently there is little information on how driving in the previous wheel track impacts soil-tire 
interface stresses. Current prevalence of front wheel assist and four wheel drive tractors makes this a 
significant topic to investigate. 
-Investigate response on non well-tilled soil – All data presented from this study focused on 
well-tilled soil due to the fragile nature of the sensors. If non-fragile sensors can be developed, studies 
of soil-tire interface stresses in hard or no-till soil conditions could be completed. 
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10 APPENDICES 
10.1 FLEXIFORCE WIRING CONNECTIONS 
 
  
UT Lead 1 25 21 1
UT Lead 2 12 22 2
UT Lead 3 21 23 3
UT Lead 4 23 24 4
UT Lead 5 24 25 5
UT Trail 1 29 26 8
UT Trail 2 30 27 9
UT Trail 3 31 28 10
UT Trail 4 33 29 11
UT Trail 5 10 30 12
Trailing Edge 1 36 31 13
Trailing Edge 2 34 32 14
Trailing Edge 3 37 33 15
Trailing Edge 4 38 34 16
Trailing Edge 5 39 35 17
Leading Edge 1 41 36 20
Leading Edge 2 42 37 21
Leading Edge 3 43 38 22
Leading Edge 4 27 39 23
Leading Edge 5 26 40 24
Control (1.25 Volts) 41 36
Location Cond. Circuit NumberDAQ ChannelSensor Number
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10.2 TERN CAN-ENGINE MICROCONTROLLER FEATURES  
From Tern, Inc. documentation: 
• 3.6 x 2.3 x 1”, 150 mA at 5V 
• 16-bit x186 CPU, program in C/C++ 
• Controller Area Network (CAN2.0B) port 
• 256 KW 16-bit Flash, 256 KW 16-bit SRAM, 512 bytes EE 
• 20+ TTL I/Os, Real-time clock, 2 serial ports, PWM, counters 
• 4 ch 16-bit parallel high speed ADC (AD7655) 
• Hardware TCP/IP stack for 100M Base-T Ethernet 
• CompactFlash card with FAT file system support 
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10.3 A/D CONVERTER TESTING CODE FOR PIC 18F4585  
'**************************************************************** 
'* Name  : ADC_CHECKER        * 
'* Author : Jonathan 'Chuck' Roth               * 
'* Notice : Copyright (c) 2009        * 
'*     : All Rights Reserved                * 
'* Date  : 2/4/2009                     * 
'* Version : 0.1                        * 
'* Notes  :                          * 
'*     :                          * 
'**************************************************************** 
'ADC_CHECKER_v29 
'version info: removed the wait time around the write to see if it 
still works 
'define OSC 8 
DEFINE OSC 20 
'OSCCON=%01110010 
I VAR BYTE 
J VAR BYTE 
K Var byte 
ADCD VAR BYTE[16] 
ADCC VAR BYTE[16] 
OUT VAR WORD 
MS VAR WORD 
MS=0 
'TRISB.6=0 
'HIGH PORTB.6 
PAUSE 5000 
'LOW PORTB.6 
 
'CONFIGURE TO INITIALIZE THE ADC 
TRISB.0=1        'EXTERNAL INTERRUPT 
TRISB.1=0        'PIN 45 ON ADC=CONSVT 
TRISB.2=0        'PIN 44 ON ADC=CS1 
TRISB.6=0        'PIN 44 ON ADC#2=CS2 
TRISB.3=0        'PIN 42 ON ADC=RD 
TRISB.4=0        'PIN 41 ON ADC=EOLC 
TRISB.5=0        'PIN 43 ON ADC=WR 
TRISD=0         'MAKES ALL OF PORTD OUTPUT TO WRITE ADC CONFIG 
 
'INITIALIZE THE ADC 
High PORTB.5 
pauseus 5 
HIGH PORTB.1 
LOW PORTB.2 
LOW PORTB.6 
i=0 
WHILE (i<100) 
 I=I+1 
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  PORTD=%11111111     'Makes all channels ON ADC #1 active (1) or 
inactive(0) 
  LOW PORTB.5 
   
  'PAUSE 20 
  HIGH PORTB.5 
  wend 
i=0   
HIGH PORTB.2 
HIGH PORTB.6 
LOW PORTB.1 
pause 20 
hIGH PORTB.1 
 
'INITIALIZE THE ADC#2 
'HIGH PORTB.1 
'LOW PORTB.6 
'LOW PORTB.5 
'PAUSEUS 5 
'PORTD=%11111111     'Makes all channels ON ADC #2 active (1) or 
inactive(0) 
'PAUSEUS 5 
'HIGH PORTB.5 
'HIGH PORTB.6 
'LOW PORTB.1 
'PAUSEUS 5 
'HIGH PORTB.1 
 
'CONFIGURE FOR NORMAL OPERATION 
TRISB = %00010001 
TRISD = 255 
TRISC = 255 
high PORTB.1        'PULLS CONSVT HIGH TO HOLD 
HIGH PORTB.3        'PULLS RD HIGH 
  
SEROUT2 PORTB.7, 6, ["SERIAL PORT INITIALIZNIG"] 
'SEROUT2 PORTB.6, 6, [12, "SERIAL PORT INITIALIZNIG"] 
'PAUSE 500 
SEROUT2 PORTB.7, 6, ["SERIAL PORT ROCKING"] 
'SEROUT2 PORTB.6, 6, [12,"SERIAL PORT ROCKING"] 
'PAUSE 500 
 
'INTCON = %11010000  'SET UP TO INTERRUPT ON RISING EDGE OF 
SWITCH 
INTCON = %11110000  'SET UP TO INTERRUPT ON RISING EDGE OF 
SWITCH, Timer0 overflow Int 
 
 
'INTCON = %11100000     'ENABLES ALL INTS, ENABLES PERIPH INTS, 
TIMER0 OVERFLOW INT 
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'Timer0 overflows and interrupts every 5000 0.2usec intervals (1ms) 
T0CON = %00001000      '1 PRESCALAR, INTERNAL CLOCK, 16 BIT, STOPPED 
TMR0L = 119         'SET LOW BYTE 
TMR0H = 236         'SET HIGH BYTE 
T0CON.7 =1         'ENABLE TIMER 0 
INTCON2 = %01000000 
SEROUT2 PORTB.7, 6, ["Before Int GoTo"] 
'SEROUT2 PORTB.6, 396, [12,"Before Int GoTo"] 
'pause 500 
ON INTERRUPT GOTO ISR 
SEROUT2 PORTB.7, 6, ["After Int GoTo",10,13] 
'SEROUT2 PORTB.6, 396, [12,"After Int GoTo"] 
'pause 2000 
k=0 
 
LOOP: 
  if MS=59999 then 
    MS=0 
  endif 
GOTO LOOP 
 
DISABLE 
ISR: 
IF INTCON.1=1 THEN 
'if INTCON.2 THEN        'TIMER0 OVERFLOW INTERRRUPT 
  'HIGH PORTB.6 
 LOW PORTB.1   'PULLS CONSVT LOW TO SAMPLE 
 'PAUSEUS 1   'WAIT ENOUGH TIME TO SAMPLE 
 HIGH PORTB.1  'PULLS CONSVT HIGH TO HOLD 
  
 'I=0 
 'SEROUT2 PORTB.7, 396, [12,"B4 While Loop"] 
 WHILE (PORTB.4=1) 
  I=1 
 WEND 
 'PAUSEUS 2 'WAIT FOR 2 uSEC WHILE eolc IS HIGH 
  
 'SEROUT2 PORTB.7, 396, [12,"Aft while Loop"] 
 
 'LOW PORTB.2   'PULLS CS LOW FOR CHIP 1 
 FOR J = 0 TO 7 
    LOW PORTB.2   'PULLS CS LOW FOR CHIP 1 
  LOW PORTB.3  'PULLS RD LOW 
  ADCD[J]=PORTD 'RECORDS LOWER 8 BITS OF AD CONVERSION 
ON CHANNEL "J" 
  ADCC[J]=PORTC '*256 'RECORDS UPPPER 4 BITS OF AD 
CONVERSION ON CHANNEL "J" 
  HIGH PORTB.3 'PULLS RD HIGH 
  HIGH PORTB.2  'PUSH CS HIGH FOR CHIP 1 
  NEXT J 
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  'HIGH PORTB.6 
  
 'LOW PORTB.6 
  FOR J = 8 TO 15 
    LOW PORTB.6     'PULLS CS LOW FOR CHIP 2 
  LOW PORTB.3    'PULLS RD LOW 
  ADCD[J]=PORTD   'RECORDS LOWER 8 BITS OF AD CONVERSION ON 
CHANNEL "J" 
  ADCC[J]=PORTC   '*256 'RECORDS UPPPER 4 BITS OF AD 
CONVERSION ON CHANNEL "J" 
  HIGH PORTB.3   'PULLS RD HIGH 
  HIGH PORTB.6  'PUSH CS HIGH FOR CHIP 2 
  NEXT J 
 'HIGH PORTB.6 
 
 'HIGH PORTB.2  'PUSH CS HIGH FOR CHIP 1 
  
 'SEROUT2 PORTB.7, 6, [12,"0-3:"] 
 SEROUT2 PORTB.7,6,[DEC MS,",",DEC TMR0L+256*TMR0H-60000,","] 
  
 FOR J=0 TO 3 
   OUT.HIGHBYTE=ADCC[J] 
   OUT.LOWBYTE=ADCD[J] 
   SEROUT2 PORTB.7,6,[DEC4 OUT] 
   SEROUT2 PORTB.7,6,[","] 
  NEXT J   
  'pause 1500 
  'SEROUT2 PORTB.7, 6, [12,"4-7:"] 
 FOR J=4 TO 7 
   OUT.HIGHBYTE=ADCC[J] 
   OUT.LOWBYTE=ADCD[J] 
   SEROUT2 PORTB.7,6,[DEC4 OUT] 
   SEROUT2 PORTB.7,6,[","] 
  NEXT J   
  'pause 1500 
   
  'SEROUT2 PORTB.7, 6, [12,"8-11:"] 
 FOR J=8 TO 11 
   OUT.HIGHBYTE=ADCC[J] 
   OUT.LOWBYTE=ADCD[J] 
   SEROUT2 PORTB.7,6,[DEC4 OUT] 
   SEROUT2 PORTB.7,6,[","] 
  NEXT J   
  'pause 1500 
  'SEROUT2 PORTB.7, 6, [12,"12-15:"] 
 FOR J=12 TO 15 
   OUT.HIGHBYTE=ADCC[J] 
   OUT.LOWBYTE=ADCD[J] 
   SEROUT2 PORTB.7,6,[DEC4 OUT] 
   SEROUT2 PORTB.7,6,[","] 
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  NEXT J 
  SEROUT2 PORTB.7,6,[13,10]   
  'pause 1500 
  'LOW PORTB.6 
 INTCON.1=0 
 'INTCON.2=0 
ENDIF 
IF INTCON.2=1 THEN     'TIMER0 OVERFLOW INTERRUPT 
  TMR0L = 119         'SET LOW BYTE 
  TMR0H = 236         'SET HIGH BYTE 
  MS=MS+1 
  INTCON.2=0 
ENDIF 
INTCON.6 = 1 
INTCON.7 = 1 
  
RESUME 
ENABLE 
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10.4 CAN-ENGINE MICROCONTROLLER DATA ACQUISITION CODE (VER. 25) 
1 /**************************************************************** 
2 '* Name : tDAQ v25-EMBED-CAN E * 
3 '* Author : Jonathan 'Chuck' Roth * 
4 '* Notice : Copyright (c) 2009 * 
5 '* : All Rights Reserved * 
6 '* Date : 9/11/2009 * 
7 '* Version : 25 * 
8 '* Notes : * 
9 '* : * 
10 '***************************************************************/ 
11 
12 /****** INCLUDE STATEMENTS ******/ 
13 #include "ae.h" 
14 #include <embedded.h> 
15 //#include "can_29.h" 
16 #include "stdlib.h" 
17 #include "stdio.h" 
18 #include "math.h" 
19 #include "string.h" 
20 #include "fileio.h" 
21 #include "dos.h" 
22 #include "aeee.h" 
23 #include <ser1.h> 
24 #include <ser0.h> 
25 #define FALSE 0 
26 #define TRUE 1 
27 
28 /****** CALIBRATION OR NORMAL PROGRAM RUN DEFINE ******/ 
29 //#define CAL //if this is defined, then program ignores normal 
run routine 
30 
31 
32 /****** SERIAL PORT DEFINES *****/ 
33 #define USE_SER0 //Undefine this if you are working in debug 
mode, 
define if you are in Standalone or Embedded 
34 // SER0 is used to send signals to CAN Logger 
35 #define MAXISIZE 1024 // Buffers for serial communications. 
36 #define MAXOSIZE 1024 
37 #define S1BAUD 8 //baud rate 9600 
38 #ifdef USE_SER0 
39 #define S0BAUD 7 //baud rate 4800--only defined if SER0 is 
actually used 
40 #endif 
41 
42 
43 /****** PIO Port Defines ********/ 
44 #define PORT_0 0xFF74 
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45 #define PORT_1 0xFF7A 
46 
47 /****** Internal AD Converter Defines (from Gaurav) ******/ 
48 #define ADB 0x120 
49 #define ADA 0x124 
50 #define CV 0x140 
51 
52 #define RLENGTH 124 //length of the read array 
53 #define ALENGTH 264 //number of reads in one array 
54 
55 struct fs_descrip* filesys_init(void); 
56 
57 //function defines 
58 void interrupt far t0_isr (void); 
59 void interrupt far t2_isr (void); 
60 void sample_ADC(void); 
61 void find_Position(void); 
62 
63 //function defines for RTC -- taken from \186\SAMPLES\Fb\fb_rtc.c 
64 int rtc1337_rd(TIM* r); 
65 unsigned char rtc1337_rds(char* realTime); 
66 unsigned char r_rd(void); 
67 int r_out(unsigned char v); 
68 void rtc1337_init(unsigned char* time_now); 
69 
70 
71 
72 //global variable defines 
73 unsigned char ser1_in_buf[MAXISIZE]; 
74 unsigned char ser1_out_buf[MAXOSIZE]; 
75 
76 #ifdef USE_SER0 
77 unsigned char ser0_in_buf[MAXISIZE]; 
78 unsigned char ser0_out_buf[MAXOSIZE]; //*/ 
79 #endif 
80 
81 unsigned char far* dataArray0 = MK_FP(0x2000, 0x3000); // Far 
pointer at 0x78000. 
82 unsigned char far* dataArray1 = MK_FP(0x3000, 0x3000); // Far 
pointer at 0x78000. 
83 unsigned char far* dataArray2 = MK_FP(0x4000, 0x3000); // Far 
pointer at 0x78000. 
84 unsigned char far* dataArray3 = MK_FP(0x5000, 0x3000); // Far 
pointer at 0x78000. 
85 unsigned char far* dataArray4 = MK_FP(0x6000, 0x3000); // Far 
pointer at 0x78000. 
86 unsigned char far* dataArray5 = MK_FP(0x7000, 0x3000); // Far 
pointer at 0x78000. 
87 
88 unsigned char dataInt[RLENGTH]; 
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89 
90 int dataTime[2][5]; //hr=dataTime[x][4], min=dataTime[x][3], 
sec=dataTime[x] 
[2], ms=dataTime[x][1], us=dataTime[x][0] 
91 unsigned long int t0_count; //use t0_count to get the number of 
1ms since last 1s 
reset 
92 unsigned long int t2_count; //use t2_count to get the number of 
0.1us since last 
1ms reset 
93 
94 extern COM ser1_com; 
95 
96 #ifdef USE_SER0 
97 extern COM ser0_com; //*/ 
98 #endif 
99 
100 int int0_cnt,int1_cnt,int3_cnt; 
101 //int now[3]; //hr=now[2], min=now[1], sec=now[0] 
102 int hr, min, sec; 
103 struct fs_descrip* l_file; 
104 int ledd; 
105 int tPosition; 
106 unsigned int prevX[7], prevY[7]; 
107 
108 
109 
110 //********************************************// 
111 void main() { 
112 //unsigned char l_index; 
113 
114 //struct fs_descrip* l_file; 
115 char realTime[13]; 
116 unsigned int ta,tb,tm; 
117 char hrs[3], mins[3], secs[3]; 
118 int i=0; 
119 int k=0, l=0, b=0; 
120 int arrayCounter=0; 
121 //int localNow[3]; 
122 int localSec; 
123 int us, ms, j, notJ, len, wlen; 
124 //unsigned char* arrayP[6]; 
125 int dumpToFile; 
126 char endOfRev[RLENGTH], endOfArr[RLENGTH], blastToCAN[RLENGTH]; 
127 int z=0, y=0; 
128 long int wLenTotal=0; //gives the total amount of the "active 
data" 
that is written to a file 
129 int dataHolder, dataHolder2, dataHolder0; 
130 
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131 //#ifdef TERN_186 
132 ae_init(); 
133 pio_init(12,2);//Set P12 as output which is used for multiplexer 
select for ADC 
chip 
134 led(1); 
135 pio_wr(12,0);//Set P12 pin low if P12 is in output mode 
136 outport(0xfff2,0x0000); // AUXCON, MCS, IO Bus 16-bit 
137 
138 for (j=0; j<25; j++){ 
139 led(1); 
140 delay_ms(75); 
141 led(0); 
142 delay_ms(75); 
143 } 
144 
145 //initialize serial port 1 
146 
s1_init(S1BAUD,ser1_in_buf,MAXISIZE,ser1_out_buf,MAXOSIZE,&ser
1_com); 
147 
148 #ifdef USE_SER0 
149 
s0_init(S0BAUD,ser0_in_buf,MAXISIZE,ser0_out_buf,MAXOSIZE,&ser
0_com); //*/ 
150 #endif 
151 
152 delay_ms(1000); //this may need to be here in waiting for the 
screen 
153 //putser1(22, &ser1_com); //cursor off, no blink 
154 //putser1(12, &ser1_com); 
155 //delay_ms(10); 
156 
157 putser1(254, &ser1_com); 
158 putser1(1, &ser1_com); 
159 delay_ms(50); 
160 putsers1("SERIAL PORT", &ser1_com); 
161 putser1(254, &ser1_com); 
162 putser1(192, &ser1_com); 
163 putsers1("INITIALIZED", &ser1_com); 
164 
165 #ifdef USE_SER0 
166 putser0(13,&ser0_com); 
167 for (b=0; b<5; b++){ 
168 putser0(105, &ser0_com); //sends "iiiii" to the CAN logger to 
tell it the 
tDAQ is on 
169 } 
170 putser0(13,&ser0_com); 
171 #endif 
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172 
173 if (fs_initPCFlash() != 0) 
174 //i=0; 
175 return NULL; 
176 
177 l_file = filesys_init(); 
178 if (!l_file) 
179 return; // Failed 
180 //#endif 
181 
182 for (i=0;i<RLENGTH;i++){ 
183 endOfRev[i]=(char) 246; 
184 } 
185 for (i=0;i<RLENGTH;i++){ 
186 endOfArr[i]=(char) 230; 
187 } 
188 
189 for (i=0;i<RLENGTH;i++){ 
190 blastToCAN[i]=(char) 224; 
191 } 
192 
193 dumpToFile=0; 
194 
195 
/*************************************************************
***** 
196 Set up the A/D converters to read all channels 
197 
**************************************************************
*****/ 
198 pio_init(0,2); // J2 pin 20 is output, ADC RD, pull low to Read 
199 pio_init(1,2); // J2 pin 29 is output, ADC WR, pull low to Write 
200 pio_init(2,2); // J2 pin 24 is output, CONVST, pull low to 
Track, High to 
hold 
201 pio_init(3,1); // J2 pin 15 is input, EOLC, pulled low indicates 
End of 
Last Conversion 
202 //pio_init(4,1); // J2 pin 38 is input, Date/Time in switch, 
pull low to 
send Serial to set Date/Time 
203 pio_init(5,2); // J2 pin 30 is output, CS1, pull low to Select 
204 pio_init(6,2); // J2 pin 35 is output, CS2, pull low to Select 
205 pio_init(10,2); // J2 pin 35 is output, CS3, pull low to Select 
206 pio_init(12,2); // J2 pin 35 is output, CS4, pull low to Select 
207 pio_init(13,2); // J2 pin 35 is output, CS5, pull low to Select 
208 pio_init(14,2); // J2 pin 35 is output, CS6, pull low to Select 
209 pio_init(15,2); // J2 pin 35 is output, CS7, pull low to Select 
210 pio_init(20,2); // J2 pin 27 is output for timing purposes 
211 pio_init(21,2); // J2 pin 36 is output for timing purposes 
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212 pio_init(18,0); //Chip select pin for 0x0200-0x02ff 
213 
214 pio_init(26,2); //PIO Exp 7 used for blasting data to the Can 
Logger Card 
215 pio_init(24,2); //PIO Exp 5 used for timing the card writing 
funciton 
216 
217 pio_init(29,2); 
218 pio_init(21,2); 
219 pio_init(25,2); 
220 
221 pio_wr(29,1); 
222 pio_wr(21,1); 
223 pio_wr(25,1); 
224 
225 //select all Chips 
226 outport(PORT_0, 0x15); //0000000000010101 Pull WR ,CS1-3,5-7 
line low 
227 outport(PORT_1, 0x2710); //0010011100010000 Pull CS4 low 
228 i=0; 
229 
230 while (k<100){ 
231 outport(PORT_0, 0x15); //0000000000010101 Pull WR line low 
232 outportb(0x0202, 0xFFF); //pushes 8-bit bus all high = all 
channels 
sampling on each A/D converter 
233 outport(PORT_0, 0x17); //0000000000010111 Pull WR line high 
234 k++; 
235 } 
236 
237 //Cycle CONVST to latch the ADC Channel settings in 
238 outport(PORT_0, 0x17); //0000000000010111 CONVST high 
239 outport(PORT_0, 0x13); //0000000000010011 CONVST low 
240 outport(PORT_0, 0x17); //0000000000010111 CONVST high 
241 outport(PORT_0, 0xF477); //1111010001110111 Pull CS1-3, 5-7 HIGH 
242 outport(PORT_1,0x2730); //0010011100110000 Pull CS 4 HIGH 
243 
244 
245 // 40 MHz chip clock, 25x4=100 ns per timer clk (100ns per mach. 
cycle=0.1us) 
246 /*Timer 2 is the Prescalar for Timer 0. Every time Timer 2 rolls 
over, Timer 
247 0 increments by 1. This program will use 10000 machine cycles on 
Timer 2 
248 (=1 ms) to equal 1 cycle on Timer 0. Timer 0 will use 1000 
cycles and then 
249 roll over, equalling 1s*/ 
250 
251 ta=(unsigned int)10000; // pre-scale for timer0 
25x4x10000=0.1us*10000 = 1 ms 
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252 tm = 0xc001; //1100000000000001: start 1/4 clk countdown, int. 
disabled, 
253 //continuous countdown 
254 t2_init(tm,ta, t2_isr); 
255 
256 ta=(unsigned int)1000; // 1 sec 
257 tb=(unsigned int)1000; // 1 sec 
258 tm = 0xe009; //1110000000001001 start timer2 prescale countdown, 
int. enab 
259 t0_init(tm,ta,tb,t0_isr); 
260 
261 
262 rtc1337_rds(realTime); 
263 
264 hrs[0]=realTime[7]; 
265 hrs[1]=realTime[8]; 
266 hrs[2]='\0'; 
267 mins[0]=realTime[9]; 
268 mins[1]=realTime[10]; 
269 mins[2]='\0'; 
270 secs[0]=realTime[11]; 
271 secs[1]=realTime[12]; 
272 secs[2]='\0'; 
273 
274 hr=(int)((hrs[0]-(char)48)*10+hrs[1]-(char)48); 
275 min=(int)((mins[0]-(char)48)*10+mins[1]-(char)48); 
276 sec=(int)((secs[0]-(char)48)*10+secs[1]-(char)48); 
277 
278 
279 //send signal to CAN Logger telling it we have a new file: 
280 #ifdef USE_SER0 
281 putser0(13,&ser0_com); 
282 for (b=0; b<5; b++){ 
283 putser0(110, &ser0_com); //sends "nnnnn" to the CAN logger to 
tell it the 
tDAQ has created the file...this should help with syncing 
284 } 
285 putser0(13,&ser0_com); 
286 #endif 
287 
288 //Put time and date at beginning of file 
289 fs_fprintf(l_file, 
"&HR:%02d;MIN:%02d;SEC:%02d;T0_COUNT:%10d;T0_RD:%03d;T2_RD:%04
d 
\n", hr,min,sec,t0_count,t0_rd(),t2_rd()); //use of "&" indicates 
start of file 
290 //**** Be sure to ignore the Hr and Min after the first file. 
291 if (l_file->ff_status != fOK) 
292 return; 
293 fs_fflush(l_file); 
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294 
295 for (j=0; j<5; j++){ 
296 led(1); 
297 delay_ms(75); 
298 led(0); 
299 delay_ms(75); 
300 } 
301 
302 dumpToFile=0; 
303 j=0; 
304 i=0; 
305 arrayCounter=0; 
306 delay_ms(100); 
307 notJ=1; 
308 
309 
/*************************************************************
*********************** 
*********************************************** 
310 Start of continuous while loop 
311 
**************************************************************
*********************** 
**********************************************/ 
312 
313 while (1) 
314 { 
315 
316 find_Position(); 
317 tPosition=1; 
318 if (notJ==255) 
319 notJ=1; 
320 
321 if (tPosition==1){ 
322 if (j==0) 
323 { 
324 pio_wr(29,0); 
325 pio_wr(26,0); 
326 j=0;//blast signal to CAN Logger here 
327 
328 #ifdef USE_SER0 
329 putser0(13,&ser0_com); 
330 for (b=0; b<5; b++){ 
331 putser0(z%10+48, &ser0_com); 
332 } 
333 putser0(44,&ser0_com); 
334 putser0(13,&ser0_com); 
335 #endif 
336 
337 dataHolder2=t2_rd(); 
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338 dataHolder0=t0_rd(); 
339 
340 blastToCAN[RLENGTH-9]=(char)(z%10+48); 
341 blastToCAN[RLENGTH-8]=(char)t0_count&255; 
342 blastToCAN[RLENGTH-7]=(char)((t0_count)>>8)&255; 
343 blastToCAN[RLENGTH-6]=(char)((t0_count)>>16)&255; 
344 blastToCAN[RLENGTH-5]=(char)((t0_count)>>24)&255; 
345 
346 blastToCAN[RLENGTH-4]=(char)dataHolder0&255; 
347 blastToCAN[RLENGTH-3]=(char)((dataHolder0)>>8)&255; 
348 
349 blastToCAN[RLENGTH-2]=(char)dataHolder2&255; 
350 blastToCAN[RLENGTH-1]=(char)((dataHolder2)>>8)&255; 
351 
352 wlen = fs_fwdump(l_file, blastToCAN, RLENGTH); 
353 if (l_file->ff_status != fOK) 
354 return; 
355 fs_fflush(l_file); 
356 
357 delay_ms(2); 
358 pio_wr(26,1); 
359 }//j=0 
360 
361 switch ( arrayCounter ) { 
362 case 0: 
363 putser1(254, &ser1_com); 
364 putser1(207, &ser1_com); 
365 putser1(48, &ser1_com); 
366 for (k=0;k<ALENGTH;k++){ 
367 sample_ADC(); 
368 for (l=0;l<RLENGTH;l++){ 
369 dataArray0[k*RLENGTH+l]=dataInt[l]; 
370 }//*/ 
371 j++; 
372 } 
373 arrayCounter=1; 
374 break; 
375 case 1: 
376 putser1(254, &ser1_com); 
377 putser1(207, &ser1_com); 
378 putser1(49, &ser1_com); 
379 for (k=0;k<ALENGTH;k++){ 
380 sample_ADC(); 
381 for (l=0;l<RLENGTH;l++){ 
382 dataArray1[k*RLENGTH+l]=dataInt[l]; 
383 }//*/ 
384 j++; 
385 } 
386 arrayCounter=2; 
387 break; 
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388 case 2: 
389 putser1(254, &ser1_com); 
390 putser1(207, &ser1_com); 
391 putser1(50, &ser1_com); 
392 for (k=0;k<ALENGTH;k++){ 
393 sample_ADC(); 
394 for (l=0;l<RLENGTH;l++){ 
395 dataArray2[k*RLENGTH+l]=dataInt[l]; 
396 }//*/ 
397 j++; 
398 } 
399 arrayCounter=3; 
400 break; 
401 case 3: 
402 putser1(254, &ser1_com); 
403 putser1(207, &ser1_com); 
404 putser1(51, &ser1_com); 
405 for (k=0;k<ALENGTH;k++){ 
406 sample_ADC(); 
407 for (l=0;l<RLENGTH;l++){ 
408 dataArray3[k*RLENGTH+l]=dataInt[l]; 
409 }//*/ 
410 j++; 
411 } 
412 arrayCounter=4; 
413 break; 
414 case 4: 
415 putser1(254, &ser1_com); 
416 putser1(207, &ser1_com); 
417 putser1(52, &ser1_com); 
418 for (k=0;k<ALENGTH;k++){ 
419 sample_ADC(); 
420 for (l=0;l<RLENGTH;l++){ 
421 dataArray4[k*RLENGTH+l]=dataInt[l]; 
422 }//*/ 
423 j++; 
424 } 
425 arrayCounter=5; 
426 break; 
427 case 5: 
428 putser1(254, &ser1_com); 
429 putser1(207, &ser1_com); 
430 putser1(53, &ser1_com); 
431 for (k=0;k<ALENGTH;k++){ 
432 sample_ADC(); 
433 for (l=0;l<RLENGTH;l++){ 
434 dataArray5[k*RLENGTH+l]=dataInt[l]; 
435 }//*/ 
436 j++; 
437 } 
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438 arrayCounter=6; 
439 break; 
440 default: 
441 tPosition=0; 
442 break; 
443 } 
444 
445 if (j>=6*ALENGTH){ 
446 tPosition=0; 
447 } 
448 notJ=0; 
449 }//tPosition==1 
450 
451 if (tPosition == 0){ 
452 if (notJ==0) 
453 { //only happens the first time j is not being added to... 
ensures we only write once per rev. 
454 dumpToFile=1; 
455 putser1(254, &ser1_com); 
456 putser1(207, &ser1_com); 
457 putser1(87, &ser1_com); 
458 pio_wr(29,1); 
459 } 
460 notJ++; 
461 } //tPosition==0 
462 
463 if (dumpToFile == 1){ 
464 //pio_wr(24,0); //for measuring the amount of time it takes to 
write to 
the file 
465 led(1); 
466 wlen=0; 
467 wLenTotal=0; 
468 len=ALENGTH*RLENGTH; 
469 pio_wr(21,0); 
470 
471 if (arrayCounter>0){ 
472 wlen = fs_fwdump(l_file, dataArray0, len); 
473 if (l_file->ff_status != fOK) 
474 return; 
475 fs_fflush(l_file); //*/ 
476 
477 wlen = fs_fwdump(l_file, endOfArr, RLENGTH); 
478 if (l_file->ff_status != fOK) 
479 return; 
480 fs_fflush(l_file); 
481 } 
482 
483 if(arrayCounter>1){ 
484 wlen = fs_fwdump(l_file, dataArray1, len); 
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485 if (l_file->ff_status != fOK) 
486 return; 
487 fs_fflush(l_file); 
488 
489 wlen = fs_fwdump(l_file, endOfArr, RLENGTH); 
490 if (l_file->ff_status != fOK) 
491 return; 
492 fs_fflush(l_file); 
493 } 
494 
495 if (arrayCounter>2){ 
496 wlen = fs_fwdump(l_file, dataArray2, len); 
497 if (l_file->ff_status != fOK) 
498 return; 
499 fs_fflush(l_file); 
500 
501 wlen = fs_fwdump(l_file, endOfArr, RLENGTH); 
502 if (l_file->ff_status != fOK) 
503 return; 
504 fs_fflush(l_file); 
505 } 
506 
507 if (arrayCounter>3){ 
508 wlen = fs_fwdump(l_file, dataArray3, len); 
509 if (l_file->ff_status != fOK) 
510 return; 
511 fs_fflush(l_file); 
512 
513 wlen = fs_fwdump(l_file, endOfArr, RLENGTH); 
514 if (l_file->ff_status != fOK) 
515 return; 
516 fs_fflush(l_file); 
517 } 
518 
519 if (arrayCounter>4){ 
520 wlen = fs_fwdump(l_file, dataArray4, len); 
521 if (l_file->ff_status != fOK) 
522 return; 
523 fs_fflush(l_file); 
524 
525 wlen = fs_fwdump(l_file, endOfArr, RLENGTH); 
526 if (l_file->ff_status != fOK) 
527 return; 
528 fs_fflush(l_file); 
529 } 
530 
531 if (arrayCounter>5){ 
532 wlen = fs_fwdump(l_file, dataArray5, len); 
533 if (l_file->ff_status != fOK) 
534 return; 
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535 fs_fflush(l_file); 
536 
537 wlen = fs_fwdump(l_file, endOfArr, RLENGTH); 
538 if (l_file->ff_status != fOK) 
539 return; 
540 fs_fflush(l_file); 
541 } 
542 
543 wlen = fs_fwdump(l_file, endOfRev, RLENGTH); 
544 if (l_file->ff_status != fOK) 
545 return; 
546 fs_fflush(l_file); 
547 
548 pio_wr(21,1); 
549 
550 z++; 
551 
552 putser1(254, &ser1_com); 
553 putser1(206, &ser1_com); 
554 putser1((char)(z+33), &ser1_com); 
555 
556 if (z==200){ 
557 fs_fclose(l_file); 
558 pio_wr(25,0); 
559 /*l_file = filesys_init(); 
560 if (!l_file) 
561 return; // Failed 
562 pio_wr(25,1); 
563 fs_fprintf(l_file, "^T0_COUNT:%10d;T0_RD:%03d;T2_RD:%04d\n", 
t0_count, 
t0_rd(),t2_rd()); //use of "&" indicates start of file 
564 if (l_file->ff_status != fOK) 
565 return; 
566 fs_fflush(l_file);//*/ 
567 
568 z=0; 
569 y++; 
570 //delay_ms(50); 
571 //return; 
572 /*} 
573 
574 if (y==1){*/ 
575 putser1(254, &ser1_com); 
576 putser1(1, &ser1_com); 
577 delay_ms(5); 
578 putser1(254, &ser1_com); 
579 putser1(128, &ser1_com); 
580 putsers1("TERMINATED", &ser1_com); 
581 return; 
582 } 
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583 
584 arrayCounter=0; 
585 j=0; 
586 
587 putser1(254, &ser1_com); 
588 putser1(207, &ser1_com); 
589 putser1(68, &ser1_com); 
590 
591 } //end of (dumpToFile==1) loop 
592 
593 dumpToFile=0; 
594 led(0); 
595 
596 //pio_wr(24,1); 
597 } //while(1) 
598 } //main() 
599 
600 
601 
/*************************************************************
****************** 
602 // setup for compact flash interface 
603 
**************************************************************
*****************/ 
604 
605 struct fs_descrip* filesys_init(void) 
606 { 
607 struct fs_descrip* l_retval = NULL; 
608 char filename[FNLEN+2]; 
609 int l_index = 0; 
610 
611 // fs_setFlags(FS_NO_DMA0); 
612 
613 while(l_index < 255) 
614 { 
615 sprintf(filename, "test%d.txt", l_index++); 
616 
617 if ((l_retval = fs_fopen(filename, O_WRONLY)) != NULL) 
618 { 
619 if (l_retval->ff_status == fOK){ 
620 putser1(254, &ser1_com); 
621 putser1(1, &ser1_com); 
622 delay_ms(5); 
623 putser1(254, &ser1_com); 
624 putser1(128, &ser1_com); 
625 putsers1("FILE: ", &ser1_com); 
626 putser1(254, &ser1_com); 
627 putser1(192, &ser1_com); 
628 putsers1(filename,&ser1_com);//*/ 
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629 return l_retval; 
630 } 
631 
632 /* This file doesn't work for one reason or another.. */ 
633 fs_fclose(l_retval); 
634 } 
635 else 
636 /* Only reason l_retval would be NULL is if you are completely 
637 out of memory... */ 
638 return NULL; 
639 
640 
641 } 
642 
643 return l_retval; 
644 } 
645 
646 
/*************************************************************
******************* 
647 Function: t0_isr 
648 Interrupt service routine for Timer0 interrupt (every second) 
649 Updates the array now[] with the new seconds, minutes, and hours 
650 
**************************************************************
******************/ 
651 
652 void interrupt far t0_isr (void) 
653 { 
654 t0_count=t0_count+1; 
655 t2_count=0; 
656 //ledd=~ledd; 
657 
658 // Issue EOI for the interrupt 
659 outport(0xff22,0x0008); 
660 return; 
661 } 
662 
663 
664 
/*************************************************************
***************** 
665 Function: t2_isr 
666 Timer2 interrupt handler. 
667 Interrupts on trigger from timer2 overflow...serves no function 
668 
**************************************************************
****************/ 
669 void interrupt far t2_isr (void) 
670 { 
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671 t2_count=t2_count+1; 
672 
673 // Issue EOI for the interrupt 
674 outport(0xff22,0x0008); 
675 } 
676 
681 
682 void sample_ADC(void) 
683 { 
684 char dig_input; 
685 int ADCnum, channel; 
686 //int i, k, j; 
687 int dataHolder; 
688 int arrIndex=0; 
689 int i=0; 
690 unsigned int xAccel, yAccel; 
691 
692 
693 //place timeStamp at end of read Array 
694 dataInt[116]=(char)t0_count&255; 
695 dataInt[117]=(char)((t0_count)>>8)&255; 
696 dataInt[118]=(char)((t0_count)>>16)&255; 
697 dataInt[119]=(char)((t0_count)>>24)&255; 
698 dataHolder=t0_rd(); 
699 dataInt[120]=(char)dataHolder&255; 
700 dataInt[121]=(char)((dataHolder)>>8)&255; 
701 dataHolder=t2_rd(); 
702 dataInt[122]=(char)dataHolder&255; 
703 dataInt[123]=(char)((dataHolder)>>8)&255; 
704 
705 pio_wr(24,0); 
706 //pull CONVST low (port 2) 
707 outport(PORT_0, 0xF473); //1111010001110011 
708 //pull CONVST high (port 2) aka: normal state 
709 outport(PORT_0, 0xF477); //1111010001110111 
710 led(0); //takes up the 0.8-0.9 us that it takes to convert the 
first signal... 
711 
713 ADCnum=1; 
714 for (channel=0;channel<8;channel++) 
715 { 
716 //pull RD low, CS1 low 
717 outport(PORT_0, 0xF456); //1111010001010110 
718 
719 dataHolder=inport(0x0202); 
720 dataInt[arrIndex*RLENGTH+(ADCnum-
1)*16+channel*2]=(char)dataHolder&255; 
721 dataInt[arrIndex*RLENGTH+(ADCnum-
1)*16+channel*2+1]=(char)((dataHolder)>>8)&15; 
722 } 
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723 
724 ADCnum=2; 
725 for (channel=0;channel<8;channel++) 
726 { 
727 //pull RD low, CS2 low 
728 outport(PORT_0, 0xF436); //1111010000110110 
729 
730 dataHolder=inport(0x0202); 
731 dataInt[arrIndex*RLENGTH+(ADCnum-
1)*16+channel*2]=(char)dataHolder&255; 
732 dataInt[arrIndex*RLENGTH+(ADCnum-
1)*16+channel*2+1]=(char)(dataHolder>>8)&15; 
733 } 
734 
735 
736 
737 ADCnum=3; 
738 for (channel=0;channel<8;channel++) 
739 { 
740 //pull RD low, CS3 low 
741 //1111000001110110 
742 outport(PORT_0, 0xF076); //1111000001110110 
743 
744 dataHolder=inport(0x0202); 
745 dataInt[arrIndex*RLENGTH+(ADCnum-
1)*16+channel*2]=(char)dataHolder; 
746 dataInt[arrIndex*RLENGTH+(ADCnum-
1)*16+channel*2+1]=(char)(dataHolder>>8)&15; 
747 } 
748 
749 ADCnum=4; 
750 for (channel=0;channel<8;channel++) 
751 { 
752 //pull RD low, CS4 low 
753 outport(PORT_0, 0xE476); //1110010001110110 
754 outport(PORT_1,0x720); //0000011100100000 Push PIO20 
low...Selects Chip 4 
755 
756 dataHolder=inport(0x0202); 
757 dataInt[arrIndex*RLENGTH+(ADCnum-
1)*16+channel*2]=(char)dataHolder; 
758 dataInt[arrIndex*RLENGTH+(ADCnum-
1)*16+channel*2+1]=(char)(dataHolder>>8)&15; 
759 } 
760 outport(PORT_1,0x730); //0000011100110000 Push PIO20 
high...Deselects Chip 4 
761 
762 ADCnum=5; 
763 for (channel=0;channel<8;channel++) 
764 { 
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765 //pull RD low, CS5 low 
766 outport(PORT_0, 0xD476); //1101010001110110 
767 
768 dataHolder=inport(0x0202); 
769 dataInt[arrIndex*RLENGTH+(ADCnum-
1)*16+channel*2]=(char)dataHolder; 
770 dataInt[arrIndex*RLENGTH+(ADCnum-
1)*16+channel*2+1]=(char)(dataHolder>>8)&15; 
771 } 
772 
773 ADCnum=6; 
774 for (channel=0;channel<8;channel++) 
775 { 
776 //pull RD low, CS6 low 
777 outport(PORT_0, 0xB476); //1011010001110110 
778 
779 dataHolder=inport(0x0202); 
780 dataInt[arrIndex*RLENGTH+(ADCnum-
1)*16+channel*2]=(char)dataHolder; 
781 dataInt[arrIndex*RLENGTH+(ADCnum-
1)*16+channel*2+1]=(char)(dataHolder>>8)&15; 
782 } 
783 
785 ADCnum=7; 
786 for (channel=0;channel<8;channel++) 
787 { 
788 //pull RD low, CS7 low 
789 outport(PORT_0, 0x7476); //0111010001110110 
790 
791 dataHolder=inport(0x0202); 
792 dataInt[arrIndex*RLENGTH+(ADCnum-
1)*16+channel*2]=(char)dataHolder; 
793 dataInt[arrIndex*RLENGTH+(ADCnum-
1)*16+channel*2+1]=(char)(dataHolder>>8)&15; 
794 
795 } 
796 
797 outport(PORT_0, 0xF477); //1111010001110111 
798 pio_wr(24,1); 
799 ADCnum=8; 
800 
801 find_Position(); 
802 
803 dataInt[arrIndex*RLENGTH+(ADCnum-1)*16+0*2]=(char)prevX[0]&255; 
804 dataInt[arrIndex*RLENGTH+(ADCnum-
1)*16+0*2+1]=(char)((prevX[0])>>8)&255; 
805 dataInt[arrIndex*RLENGTH+(ADCnum-1)*16+1*2]=(char)prevY[0]&255; 
806 dataInt[arrIndex*RLENGTH+(ADCnum-
1)*16+1*2+1]=(char)((prevY[0])>>8)&255; //*/ 
807 
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808 led(0); 
809 
810 return; 
811 } 
812 
813 
814 
/*************************************************************
******************* 
815 Function: get_Position 
816 Samples the TERN CAN-E Internal A/D converter and uses the 
observed values to 
817 determine the tire rotational tPosition. 
818 
**************************************************************
******************/ 
819 
820 void find_Position (void) 
821 { 
822 unsigned int aveX, aveY; 
823 unsigned char cX[6], cY[6],cTPosition[2]; 
824 unsigned int iX, iY; 
825 //aveX=(/*prevX[1]+prevX[2]+*/prevX[3]+prevX[4])/2; 
826 //aveY=(prevY[0]+prevY[1]+prevY[2]+prevY[3]+prevY[4])/5; 
827 
828 /*prevX[6]=prevX[5]; 
829 prevX[5]=prevX[4]; 
830 prevX[4]=prevX[3]; 
831 prevX[3]=prevX[2]; 
832 prevX[2]=prevX[1]; 
833 prevX[1]=prevX[0]; 
834 prevY[4]=prevY[3]; 
835 prevY[3]=prevY[2]; 
836 prevY[2]=prevY[1]; 
837 prevY[1]=prevY[0];*/ 
838 
839 pio_wr(12,0); 
840 inport(CV); // Start conversion for AA1 and AB1 
841 prevX[0]=inport(ADA); // reading AA1 
842 pio_wr(12,1); 
843 inport(CV); 
844 prevY[0]=inport(ADA); // reading AB1 
845 
846 //Range on X and Y is from 0-65525=0-5V 
847 //We are looking for the point when: 
848 // 1. X=3V and Y=3V 
849 // 2. X is increasing, Y is decreasing 
850 // Chosen threshold for #1 is ±0.05 V = ±655 binary steps 
851 
852 /*putser1(254, &ser1_com); 
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853 putser1(1, &ser1_com); 
854 delay_ms(5); 
855 putser1(254, &ser1_com); 
856 putser1(128, &ser1_com); 
857 sprintf(cX,"%5.0u",prevX[0]); 
858 putsers1(cX, &ser1_com); 
859 putser1(254, &ser1_com); 
860 putser1(134, &ser1_com); 
861 sprintf(cY,"%5.0u",prevY[0]); 
862 putsers1(cY, &ser1_com); //*/ 
863 
864 //if (tPosition==0){ 
865 if ((prevY[0]>=38000)/*&&(prevX[0]>(prevX[4])+300)*/) 
866 tPosition=1; 
867 else 
868 tPosition=0;//*/ 
869 // } 
870 
873 /*putser1(254, &ser1_com); 
874 putser1(192, &ser1_com); 
875 sprintf(cTPosition,"%1.0u",(tPosition+1)); 
876 putsers1(cTPosition, &ser1_com); //*/ 
877 
878 return; 
879 } 
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10.5 VISUAL BASIC FOR APPLICATIONS/MICROSOFT EXCEL DATA CONVERSION CODE 
1 Dim file_name As String 
2 Dim data() As Byte 
3 Dim fnum As Double 
4 
5 
6 
7 Private Sub AnalyzeData_Click() 
8 
9 
10 Application.ScreenUpdating = False 
11 
12 Dim inputFileName, startDateTime As String 
13 Dim numFiles As Integer 
14 Dim newname, allDataSheet, newCANBlast As String 
15 Dim folderPath As String 
16 Dim fCounter As Integer 
17 Dim i, j, k, l, revNum, arrayNum, m, n, o, p, CANCount As Long 
18 Dim dataHolder As Single 
19 Dim normalPSI, shearPSI As Single 
20 Dim normalKPA, shearKPA As Single 
21 Dim channel As Integer 
22 'startDateTime = "_" 
23 
24 numFiles = ActiveSheet.Cells(5, 3).Value 
25 folderPath = ActiveSheet.Cells(6, 3).Value 
26 fCounter = 1 
27 
28 allDataSheet = "Shear Data for JMP" 
29 If sheetexists(allDataSheet) = True Then 
30 Application.DisplayAlerts = False 
31 'Worksheets(allDataSheet).Delete 
32 'Set NewSheet = Worksheets.Add 
33 'NewSheet.Name = allDataSheet 
34 Application.DisplayAlerts = True 
35 Else 
36 Sheets.Add.Name = allDataSheet 
37 End If 
38 
39 
40 p = 0 
41 
42 'For fCounter = 1 To numFiles 
43 While fCounter <= numFiles 
44 
45 revNum = 1 
46 arrayNum = 1 
47 
48 ActiveWorkbook.Sheets("Master Data Page").Activate() 
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49 
50 inputFileName = CStr(folderPath) + "\" + 
CStr(ActiveSheet.Cells(fCounter + 8, 
2).Value + ".txt") 
51 newname = CStr(ActiveSheet.Cells(fCounter + 8, 2).Value) 
52 newname = "Pro_" + CStr(ActiveSheet.Cells(fCounter + 8, 2).Value) 
53 newCANBlast = "CAN_" + CStr(ActiveSheet.Cells(fCounter + 8, 
2).Value) 
54 
55 channel = ActiveSheet.Cells(fCounter + 8, 3).Value 
56 normalPSI = ActiveSheet.Cells(fCounter + 8, 4).Value 
57 normalKPA = ActiveSheet.Cells(fCounter + 8, 5).Value 
58 shearPSI = ActiveSheet.Cells(fCounter + 8, 6).Value 
59 shearKPA = ActiveSheet.Cells(fCounter + 8, 7).Value 
60 
61 
62 'create the new sheet with the name equaling the 
63 If sheetexists(newname) = True Then 
64 Application.DisplayAlerts = False 
65 Worksheets(newname).Delete() 
66 NewSheet = Worksheets.Add 
67 NewSheet.Name = newname 
68 Application.DisplayAlerts = True 
69 Else 
70 Sheets.Add.Name = newname 
71 End If 
72 
73 If sheetexists(newCANBlast) = True Then 
74 Application.DisplayAlerts = False 
75 Worksheets(newCANBlast).Delete() 
76 NewSheet = Worksheets.Add 
77 NewSheet.Name = newCANBlast 
78 Application.DisplayAlerts = True 
79 Else 
80 Sheets.Add.Name = newCANBlast 
81 End If 
82 
83 fnum = FreeFile 
84 
85 
86 file_len = FileLen(inputFileName) 
87 'file_len = 197233 
88 
89 ReDim data(1 To file_len) As Byte 
90 'FL# = FileLen(file_name) 
91 'ReDim data(1 To FL#) As data 
92 Open inputFileName For Binary As #fnum 
93 Get #fnum, 1, data 
94 
95 For i = 1 To 61 
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96 startDateTime = startDateTime & Chr(data(i)) 
97 'Worksheets(newname).Cells(1, i).Value = CStr(data(i)) 
98 Next i 
99 Worksheets(newname).Cells(1, 1).Value = CStr(startDateTime) 
100 
101 i = 63 
102 
103 'set up the newname Worksheet header 
104 Worksheets(newname).Cells(2, 1).Value = "RevNum" 
105 Worksheets(newname).Cells(2, 2).Value = "ArrayNum" 
106 For m = 1 To 56 
107 Worksheets(newname).Cells(2, 2 + m).Value = "Channel " + CStr(m) 
108 Next m 
109 Worksheets(newname).Cells(2, 59).Value = "AccelX" 
110 Worksheets(newname).Cells(2, 60).Value = "AccelY" 
111 'Worksheets(newname).Cells(2, 61).Value = "Hr" 
112 'Worksheets(newname).Cells(2, 62).Value = "Min" 
113 Worksheets(newname).Cells(2, 61).Value = "s" 
114 Worksheets(newname).Cells(2, 62).Value = "ms" 
115 Worksheets(newname).Cells(2, 63).Value = "us mult" 
116 'Worksheets(newname).Cells(2, 64).Value = "Normal Pressure 
(PSI)" 
117 'Worksheets(newname).Cells(2, 65).Value = "Normal Pressure 
(kPa)" 
118 'Worksheets(newname).Cells(2, 66).Value = "Shear Stress (PSI)" 
119 'Worksheets(newname).Cells(2, 67).Value = "Shear Stress (kPa)" 
120 
121 
122 'set up the CAN Worksheet header 
123 Worksheets(newCANBlast).Cells(2, 1).Value = "RevNum" 
124 Worksheets(newCANBlast).Cells(2, 2).Value = "ArrayNum" 
125 Worksheets(newCANBlast).Cells(2, 3).Value = "z Mod 10" 
126 Worksheets(newCANBlast).Cells(2, 4).Value = "s" 
127 Worksheets(newCANBlast).Cells(2, 5).Value = "ms" 
128 Worksheets(newCANBlast).Cells(2, 6).Value = "us mult" 
129 
130 
131 
132 j = 3 
133 CANCount = 0 
134 l = 1 
135 i = 64 
136 
137 While i <= file_len 
138 l = l + 1 
139 
140 If l = 124 Then 
141 If ((data(i) = 246) And (data(i + 1) = 246) And (data(i + 2) = 
246) 
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And (data(i + 3) = 246) And (data(i + 4) = 246) And (data(i + 5) = 
246) And (data 
(i + 6) = 246) And (data(i + 7) = 246) And (data(i + 8) = 246)) Then 
142 revNum = revNum + 1 
143 ElseIf ((data(i) = 230) And (data(i + 1) = 230) And (data(i + 2) 
= 
230) And (data(i + 3) = 230) And (data(i + 4) = 230) And (data(i + 
5) = 230) And 
(data(i + 6) = 230) And (data(i + 7) = 230) And (data(i + 8) = 230)) 
Then 
144 arrayNum = arrayNum + 1 
145 ElseIf ((data(i) = 224) And (data(i + 1) = 224) And (data(i + 2) 
= 
224) And (data(i + 3) = 224) And (data(i + 4) = 224) And (data(i + 
5) = 224) And 
(data(i + 6) = 224) And (data(i + 7) = 224) And (data(i + 8) = 224)) 
Then 
146 Worksheets(newCANBlast).Cells(CANCount + 3, 1).Value = revNum 
147 Worksheets(newCANBlast).Cells(CANCount + 3, 2).Value = arrayNum 
148 Worksheets(newCANBlast).Cells(CANCount + 3, 3).Value = data(i + 
115) - 48 
149 k = 58 
150 Worksheets(newCANBlast).Cells(CANCount + 3, 4).Value = data(i + 
k 
* 2) + (data(i + k * 2 + 1) * 256) + (data(i + k * 2 + 2) * 256 * 
256) + (data(i 
+ k * 2 + 3) * 256 * 256 * 256) 
151 k = 59 
152 Worksheets(newCANBlast).Cells(CANCount + 3, 5).Value = data(i + 
120) + (data(i + 121) * 256) 
153 k = 60 
154 Worksheets(newCANBlast).Cells(CANCount + 3, 6).Value = data(i + 
122) + (data(i + 123) * 256) 
155 CANCount = CANCount + 1 
156 
157 Else 
158 
159 Worksheets(newname).Cells(j, 1).Value = revNum 
160 Worksheets(newname).Cells(j, 2).Value = arrayNum 
161 
162 k = 0 
163 While k <= 55 
164 dataHolder = ((data(i + k * 2)) + (data(i + k * 2 + 1)) * 
256) * 5 / 4096 
165 Worksheets(newname).Cells(j, k + 3).Value = dataHolder 
166 k = k + 1 
167 End While 
168 
169 k = 56 
170 Worksheets(newname).Cells(j, k + 3).Value = data(i + k * 2) + 
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(CLng(data(i + k * 2 + 1)) * 256) 'Accel X 
171 k = 57 
172 Worksheets(newname).Cells(j, k + 3).Value = data(i + k * 2) + 
(CLng(data(i + k * 2 + 1)) * 256) 'Accel Y 
173 k = 58 
174 Worksheets(newname).Cells(j, k + 3).Value = data(i + k * 2) + 
(CLng(data(i + k * 2 + 1)) * 256) + (data(i + k * 2 + 2) * 256 * 
256) + (data(i + 
k * 2 + 3) * 256 * 256 * 256) 
175 k = 59 
176 Worksheets(newname).Cells(j, k + 3).Value = data(i + 120) + 
(CLng 
(data(i + 121)) * 256) 
177 k = 60 
178 Worksheets(newname).Cells(j, k + 3).Value = data(i + 122) + 
(CLng 
(data(i + 123)) * 256) 
179 'Worksheets(newname).Cells(j, 66).Value = normalPSI 
180 'Worksheets(newname).Cells(j, 67).Value = normalKPA 
181 'Worksheets(newname).Cells(j, 68).Value = shearPSI 
182 'Worksheets(newname).Cells(j, 69).Value = shearKPA 
183 
184 j = j + 1 
185 End If 
186 l = 0 
187 i = i + 124 
188 End If 
189 
190 End While 
191 
192 'ActiveWorkbook.Sheets(newname).Activate 
193 
194 'Sheets("Master Data Page").Cells(fCounter + 8, 8).Formula = 
"=AVERAGE(INDEX 
(" + newname + "!A2:BO1586,3,C9+3):INDEX(" + newname + 
"!A2:BO1586,1585,C9+3))" 
195 'Sheets("Master Data Page").Cells(fCounter + 8, 9).Formula = 
"=stdev(INDEX(" 
+ newname + "!A2:BO1586,3,C9+3):INDEX(" + newname + 
"!A2:BO1586,1585,C9+3))" 
196 
197 
198 'copy data from ProCal sheet to allDataSheet 
199 If fCounter = 1 Then 
200 For o = 1 To 69 
201 Worksheets(allDataSheet).Cells(1, o).Value = 
Worksheets(newname). 
Cells(2, o).Value 
202 p = 2 
203 Next o 
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204 End If 
205 
206 
207 For n = 3 To 1586 
208 If n Mod 5 = 0 Then 
209 For o = 1 To 69 
210 Worksheets(allDataSheet).Cells(p, o).Value = 
Worksheets(newname). 
Cells(n, o).Value 
211 Next o 
212 p = p + 1 
213 End If 
214 Next n 
218 'Next fCounter 
219 fCounter = fCounter + 1 
220 End While 
221 
222 MsgBox("All Done! at Time:" + Time$) 
223 End Sub 
224 
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10.6 DAQ BOARD WIRING SCHEMATICS 
10.6.1 MAIN DAQ BOARD SCHEMATIC 
The schematic is presented in three sections for readability. All three sections are portions of 
the same circuit board. 
 
Figure 57. Main DAQ Board Schematic Section 1. 
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Figure 58. Main DAQ Board Schematic Section 2. 
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Figure 59. Main DAQ Board Schematic Section 3. 
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10.6.2 A/D CONVERTER DAUGHTER BOARD SCHEMATIC 
 
Figure 60. Schematic for A/D Converter Daughter Board. MAX1304 is mounted to this board. 
 
 
